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The ideal solar cell conversion efficiency limit known as the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit, which
is based on a detailed balance between absorption and radiation, has long been a target for solar
cell researchers. While the theory for this limit uses several assumptions, the requirements in
real devices have not been discussed fully. Given the current situation in which research-level cell
efficiencies are approaching the SQ limit, a quantitative argument with regard to these requirements
is worthwhile in terms of understanding of the remaining loss mechanisms in current devices and the
device characteristics of solar cells that are operating outside the detailed balance conditions. Here
we examine two basic assumptions: (1) that the photo-generated carriers lose their kinetic energy
via phonon emission in a moment (fast thermalization), and (2) that the photo-generated carriers
are extracted into carrier reservoirs in a moment (fast extraction). Using a model that accounts
for the carrier relaxation and extraction dynamics, we reformulate the nonequilibrium theory for
solar cells in a manner that covers both the equilibrium and nonequilibrium regimes. Using a simple
planar solar cell as an example, we address the parameter regime in terms of the carrier extraction
time and then consider where the conventional SQ theory applies and what could happen outside
the applicable range.
PACS numbers: 84.60.Jt, 88.40.-j, 85.30.-z
I. INTRODUCTION
Shockley and Queisser (SQ) determined a theoreti-
cal estimate for the upper limit of the conversion effi-
ciency in an ideal solar cell1. The original SQ theory
takes radiative recombination into account as a main
cause of the current loss in solar cells in a simple man-
ner. The energy distributions of the carriers, denoted
by neEe for electrons and n
h
Eh
for holes, must be known
to evaluate the radiative recombination rate because it
is proportional to the sum of their product. SQ the-
ory assumes that the carriers in the absorber are in
thermal and chemical equilibrium with both the lattice
phonons and the carriers in the electrodes at an ambi-
ent temperature Tc and with chemical potentials of µc
for the conduction electrons and µv for the valence elec-
trons. The resulting current-voltage relationship given by
I = I(V ) = Isun − I0rade|e|V/kBTc , where the voltage be-
tween the electrodes is equal to the Fermi level separation
within the absorber, |e|V = µc − µv, ultimately deter-
mines the conversion efficiency during maximum power
operation, where Isun is the photo-generated current pro-
duced by absorption of sunlight. The detailed balance,
which is the essential aspect of the SQ assumptions, has
been used routinely in later analyses that further incorpo-
rated various additional factors (including Auger recom-
bination, light trapping, photon recycling, and Coulomb
interactions 2).
The requirements for the assumptions used in the SQ
theory to be justified are commonly described as follows:
1) the photo-generated carriers lose their kinetic en-
ergy via phonon emission and rapidly establish
their thermal equilibrium distribution in a moment
(which is called fast thermalization);
2) the carriers are extracted rapidly into carrier reser-
voirs immediately after they are produced (which
is called fast extraction).
The latter assumption 2) is actually given explicitly in
the original paper 1. However, the above requirements
are not sufficiently clear and thus some quantitative is-
sues remain. While the two time scales, i.e., the carrier
thermalization time, τph, and the carrier extraction time,
τout, are assumed to be short, the following questions
are not addressed: first, how short should these times
be, i.e., which timescales from other processes should be
compared with these times, and second, how do τph and
τout compare? The latter question relates directly to the
concept of hot carrier solar cells operating out of equilib-
rium3–7, where fast carrier extraction before the thermal-
ization is complete can reduce the thermalization losses
and ensure that device performance is not limited by a
detailed balance.
Record efficiencies of recent cell research are gradu-
ally approaching the SQ limits in nonconcentrator-type
single-junction solar cells, e.g., Kaneka’s Si-based cell
with 26.7 percent efficiency and Alta Devices’ thin-film
GaAs-based cell with 28.8 percent efficiency8. It is there-
fore important to have a more precise understanding of
the situation in which detailed balance theory provides a
reliable estimate of the attainable upper efficiency limit.
Quantitative estimation of the parameters to which the
2SQ theory applies will help to clarify the remaining en-
ergy losses and push current device performance towards
the SQ limit. Additionally, a more precise understanding
of the energy conversion mechanisms from the detailed
balance will lead to new strategies for future improve-
ments that are intended to go beyond the SQ limit.
The nonequilibrium dynamics of many particle sys-
tems can be described in general terms using nonequi-
librium Green’s functions (NEGFs)9–11. These func-
tions were initially applied to study electron transport
in solids and in mesoscopic devices12,13, and later in
semiconductor light-emitting devices (e.g. light-emitting
diodes or LEDs14, semiconductor lasers15, quantum cas-
cade lasers16, and polariton condensates17,18). More re-
cently, the NEGF formalism was also used to study so-
lar cells with nanostructured absorbers19–21, where the
device characteristics are likely to be affected strongly
by the quantum transport of the carriers. NEGFs were
also used to study the conditions required to validate use
of luminescence-based characterization of solar cells22,
which is justifiable in terms of photovoltaic reciprocity
under the detailed balance principle23,24. Despite the
sound theoretical basis that is available, the device char-
acteristics have not been explored for a sufficiently wide
range of parameters via the NEGF approach, particularly
for solar cells. This seems to be related to the complex-
ity of the theory and high computational costs. Similar
issues were found with an ab initio approach25
In this work, we present a nonequilibrium theory that
does not assume any form for the distribution functions
used for the carriers in the absorber, in a manner similar
to the NEGF formulation. The carrier distribution func-
tions in the absorber are determined using a set of rate
equations that is derived from second-order perturbation
theory based on the coupling between the absorber carri-
ers and three baths (the phonon, electron, and hole reser-
voirs). Spectral broadening of the microscopic states of
the carriers is also included in the relevant cases. As a
result, the theory describes solar cell operation for a wide
range of parameters, including the situations where the
photo-generated carriers are either in or out of thermal
equilibrium.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
formulate a nonequilibrium theory for solar cells based
on the model shown in Fig. 1, and derive a set of rate
equations for the microscopic carrier distribution func-
tion in the absorber. The microscopic carrier distribution
function is then determined as a steady-state solution to
the rate equation. At the end of this section, general
expressions are given for the total output current and
the total output power to enable simulation of the solar
cell device performance. In section III, the basic prop-
erties required by the solution to the set of rate equa-
tions are presented before the numerical analysis begins.
These properties are useful when verifying the accuracy
of the simulation. Classification of the parameter regime,
specifically in terms of the carrier extraction time τout, is
also presented in Sec. III. Before the set of equations is
FIG. 1: Nonequilibrium model of solar cell: electron and hole
carriers in a semiconductor absorber (energy gap, Eg) interact
with the carriers in the carrier reservoirs (Bath 1 and Bath
2) and the lattice phonons in the absorber (Bath 3). Popu-
lation distributions of the carriers and phonons in the three
reservoirs are given using the thermal equilibrium distribution
function (Fermi-Dirac distribution with chemical potentials of
µc and µv for conduction and valence electrons, respectively,
at temperature Tc(= 300K), and Bose-Einstein distribution
for phonons at lattice temperature Tph(= Tc)). Electron-hole
pairs are generated in the absorber by solar ilumination (a
blackbody spectrum at temperature TS(= 6000K) is assumed
here), and the output current loss is due to radiative recom-
bination in the absorber.
solved, the equations themselves can be used to indicate
the parameter regime where the assumptions of the SQ
theory fail. In section IV, a device performance simula-
tion based on our formulation is presented for a simple
planar single-junction solar cell. The numerical simula-
tions show what physically happens in the photovoltaic
energy conversion processes in each of the regimes that
were classified in Sec. III. In section V, we summarize
these findings and discuss future issues and future appli-
cations of the nonequilibrium theory.
Finally, in this section, we list definitions for the sym-
bols used in this paper. Parameters for bulk semiconduc-
tors can be found in the standard textbook26.
• c = speed of light = 3× 108 m/s
• ~ =Planck constant/2π = 1.0545718× 10−34 J s
• RS = Sun’s radius = 0.696× 106 km
• LES = average distance from the Earth to the Sun
= 1.496× 108 km
• CR (≤ (LES/RS)2 = 46200) = concentration ratio
• w = absorber thickness in a planar solar cell
• A = absorber area in a planar solar cell
• V = Aw = absorber volume in a planar solar cell
• TS = surface temperature of the Sun = 6000 K
3• Tc = ambient temperature = room temperature =
300 K
• Tph(= Tc) = absorber lattice temperature
• kB = Boltzmann constant = 8.6× 10−5 eV/K
• βS = 1/(kBTS), βc = 1/(kBTc), βph = 1/(kBTph)
• m∗e(h) = effective mass of electrons (holes) in the
absorber (Si: m∗e/me = (ν
2
valleym
2
⊥m‖)
1/3/me =
1.08, m∗h/me = (m
3/2
hh +m
3/2
lh )
2/3/me = 0.55 with
νvalley = 6, m⊥/me = 0.19, m‖/me = 0.98,
mhh/me = 0.49, mlh/me = 0.16)
• me = bare electron mass = 9.1 ×10−31 kg
• De(h)(Ee(h)) = de(h)
√
Ee(h) = density of states
per unit volume for electrons (holes) in the ab-
sorber with kinetic energy Ee (Eh) where de(h)(=
(2m∗e(h))
3/2
2π2~3 )
• Eg = absorber bandgap (Si: 1.12 eV, GaAs: 1.42
eV)
• τout = carrier extraction time
• µc = Fermi level of electrons in electron reservoir
(Bath 1) = Eg/2 + β
−1
c /2 ln
dh
de
+ |e|V/2 (charge
neutrality condition)
• µv = Fermi level of electrons in hole reservoir (Bath
2) = Eg/2+β
−1
c /2 ln
dh
de
−|e|V/2 (charge neutrality
condition)
• gc(v)q = electron-phonon coupling constant for con-
duction (valence) band carriers (= adef,c
√
~q
2V vAρA
for longitudinal-acoustic (LA) phonons with
q=phonon wave number)
• adef,c = deformation potential for electrons in the
bottom conduction band in the absorber (Si: ∼ 10
eV)
• adef,v = deformation potential for electrons in the
top valence band in the absorber (Si: ∼ adef,c/10 ∼
1 eV)
• vA = LA phonon velocity (Si: ∼ 104 m/s)
• ρA = absorber mass density (Si: 2.3 g/cm3)
• fF (B)µ,β (E) = Fermi-Dirac (Bose-Einstein) distribu-
tion at chemical potential µ and inverse tempera-
ture β.
FIG. 2: Energy diagrams for carriers in the absorber and
Fermi distribution functions in the carrier reservoirs (Baths 1
and 2).
II. NONEQUILIBRIUM THEORY
(FORMULATION)
In this section, we formulate the nonequilibrium theory
for solar cells. As shown below, a set of rate equations for
the microscopic distribution functions for the electrons
(e) and holes (h) in the absorber, ({neEe , nhEh}), are given
in the following form:
d
dt
neEe = J
e,sun
Ee
− Je,radEe − J
e,out
Ee
+
d
dt
neEe
∣∣∣∣
phonon
, (1)
d
dt
nhEh = J
h,sun
Eh
− Jh,radEh − J
h,out
Eh
+
d
dt
nhEh
∣∣∣∣
phonon
. (2)
Here, Ee and Eh are the carrier kinetic energies measured
from the bottom of the bands (Fig. 2). The first term,
J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
, on the right-hand side of the rate equations rep-
resents the carrier generation rate due to sunlight absorp-
tion. The second term, Je,radEe(h), represents the carrier loss
rate due to radiative carrier recombination. The third
term, J
e(h),out
Ee(h)
, represents the rate of carrier extraction
to the electrodes. The last term, ddtn
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣∣∣
phonon
, repre-
sents the rate of electron scattering to other microscopic
states within the same band due to phonon emission or
absorption. For the solar cell characteristics simulation,
this equation will be solved under the steady-state con-
dition:
d
dt
neEe =
d
dt
nhEh = 0. (3)
In the following subsections, we will derive explicit
expressions for, J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
, J
e(h),rad
Ee(h)
, J
e(h),out
Ee(h)
, and
d
dtn
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣∣∣
phonon
via microscopic modeling of the carriers
in the simple planar solar cell (thickness w, surface area
A, volume V = Aw) shown in Fig. 3.
The assumptions that were made in the original SQ
model1 are also used here to simplify the discussion but
will not alter the main conclusion of this paper. For
example, we consider the absorber thickness w to be
4FIG. 3: Simple planar solar cell model: a planar absorber
of thickness w is illuminated by sunlight from the normal
direction and photo-generated carriers are extracted to the
two electrodes (Baths 1 and 2) through tunneling contact.
The photocarrier losses are due to radiative recombination.
larger than the absorption length but less than the mi-
nority carrier diffusion length. This allows us to consider
perfect absorption of sunlight above the absorption edge
(E > Eg) and a homogeneous carrier distribution in the
absorber. Perfect anti-reflection behavior at the front
surface and perfect passivation with zero surface recom-
bination are also assumed here.
An additional simplification is made in this work to
the band structure of the carriers in the absorber. An
effective two-band model is used to describe the micro-
scopic carrier states under an effective mass approxima-
tion (with infinite bandwidths), in which the effective
masses for the electrons (m∗e) and holes (m
∗
h) were se-
lected to reproduce the densities of states near the band
extrema. Therefore, the effects of the band anisotropy,
the valley degree of freedom within the degenerate bands
(particularly in Si), and the contributions from other
bands located away from the extrema were not taken
into account correctly. In this sense, our analysis is far
from but is not intended to be quantitatively accurate in
simulations for specific systems, but is rather intended to
produce a general picture of the main issue, i.e., nonequi-
librium aspects of solar cells.
A. Generation rate due to sunlight absorption:
J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
Under the assumption of perfect absorption (where
w ≫ absorption length), the number of photons absorbed
into the absorber per unit time through surface area A
is given by
A×
∫ ∞
Eg
jsun(E)dE. (4)
The solar spectrum for the photon number current (per
unit area, per unit time, and per unit energy), jsun(E), is
simply approximated using blackbody radiation at TS =
FIG. 4: Absorption processes in (a) direct and (b) indirect
gap semiconductors.
6000K under the AM0 condition28,
jsun(E) = CR× c
4
(
RS
LES
)2
D0γ(E)× fB0,βS(E), (5)
where CR is the concentration ratio, D0γ(E) =
1
3π2 (~c)
−3 × 3E2 is the photonic density of states in a
vacuum, and fB0,βS(E) = (exp(βSE) − 1)−1 is the Bose-
Einstein distribution function at energy E with inverse
temperature βS = 1/(kBTS). If necessary, for practical
device simulations, the solar spectrum may be replaced
appropriately, e.g., using the AM1.5 spectrum normal-
ized at a total power of 1 kWm−2, which is not the case
here (the 6000 K blackbody spectrum in Eq. (4) and
Eq. (5) approximates the AM0 spectrum at a total power
of 1.6 kW/m2 at 1 sun, with CR = 1). In the rate equa-
tions in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the generation rates of the
microscopic carrier distribution function J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
should
be expressed using the solar spectrum, jsun(E). The ex-
pression is dependent on whether the absorber is made
from direct or indirect gap semiconductors (Fig. 4).
For direct gap semiconductor absorbers (Fig. 4 (a)) —
by considering momentum and energy conservations, we
can equate the number of carriers that are generated in
energy ranges of Ee < E
′ < Ee + dEe for electrons and
Eh < E
′ < Eh + dEh for holes with the number of pho-
tons absorbed in the energy range E < E′ < E+dE per
unit time in the absorber as follows:
Ajsun(E)dE = De(Ee)VJe,sunEe dEe
= Dh(Eh)VJh,sunEh dEh, (6)
where the energy conservation law gives E = Eg +
Ee + Eh, and momentum conservation under the ef-
fective mass approximation gives Ee =
m∗h
m∗e
Eh. Here
De(= de
√
Ee) and Dh(= dh
√
Eh) are the densities of
states of electrons and holes per unit volume, respec-
tively. The equation relates J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
and jsun(E) di-
5rectly, as follows:
Je,sunEe =
jsun
(
E = Eg + (1 +
m∗e
m∗h
)Ee
)
wDe(Ee)
(
1 +
m∗e
m∗h
)
,(7)
Jh,sunEh =
jsun
(
E = Eg + (1 +
m∗h
m∗e
)Eh
)
wDh(Eh)
(
1 +
m∗h
m∗e
)
,(8)
where we assume that all microscopic states of carriers
with the same energy are generated with equal proba-
bility, independent of their momentum directions. We
therefore assume that the carrier distribution function is
solely dependent on the kinetic energy of carriers and in-
dependent of the momentum direction. This assumption
is used throughout the paper.
For indirect gap semiconductor absorbers (Fig. 4 (b))
— the absorption process accompanies photon emission
or absorption. The energies of the electron-hole pairs
deviate from the photon energy by the energy of one
phonon ((ΩLA,ΩTA,ΩTO) = (50.9, 57.4, 18.6) meV for
Si). We simply neglect the energy shift here because the
phonon energy is much smaller than the spectral band-
width, ∼ kBTS, of the incoming sunlight. However, be-
cause the indirect transition accompanies a shift in the
carrier momentum corresponding to the momentum car-
ried by the phonons, momentum conservation among the
photon and electron-hole pairs is not required in the ab-
sorption process. As a result, electron-hole pairs with
arbitrary combinations of the energies Ee and Eh can be
created by absorption of one photon with energy E, as
long as E = Eg +Ee+Eh is satisfied (where the phonon
energy shift is neglected). The situation in indirect gap
semiconductors means that the expressions for J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
from Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) for direct gap semiconductors
must be altered. Assuming that all electron-hole pairs
with Ee(< E − Eg) and Eh(= E − Eg − Ee) are cre-
ated by absorption of one photon with energy E with
equal probability, the probability peEe(E)dEe of finding
electrons in a small energy window Ee < E
′ < Ee + dEe
immediately after absorption is
peEe(E)dEe =
De(Ee)Dh(∆E − Ee)dEe∫ ∆E
0 De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)dE′
, (9)
where ∆E ≡ E−Eg. Because the number of photons ab-
sorbed in the absorber per unit time and per unit energy
is Ajsun(E) for E > Eg, we find the following expression
for the generation rate of electrons per microscopic state
for indirect gap semiconductor absorbers:
Je,sunEe =
∫∞
Eg
Ajsun(E)× peEe(E)dEedE
VDe(Ee)dEe
=
∫ ∞
Eg+Ee
jsun(E)×Dh(∆E − Ee)/w∫∆E
0 De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)dE′
dE
=
∫ ∞
0
jsun(Eg + Ee + Eh)×
√
Eh
πwde(Ee + Eh)2/8
dEh. (10)
FIG. 5: Schematic for calculation of recombination loss rate,
J
e(h),rad
Ee(h)
The hole generation rate is given in a similar manner as
Jh,sunEh =
∫ ∞
0
jsun(Eg + Ee + Eh)×
√
Ee
πwdh(Ee + Eh)2/8
dEe. (11)
B. Recombination loss rate: J
e(h),rad
Ee(h)
The derivation of the expression for J
e(h),rad
Ee(h)
presented
in this subsection largely follows the derivations in the
literature27,28. Because the absorber thickness w consid-
ered here is much smaller than the minority carrier diffu-
sion length, we can safely assume a homogeneous carrier
distribution inside the absorber. For a given set of carrier
distribution functions, {neEe, nhEh}, the recombination ra-
diation rate of photons Rsp(E) at photon energy E from
the arbitrary position of a small volume inside the ab-
sorber into the whole solid angle (4π), per unit volume,
per unit energy, and per unit time, is
Rsp(E) = (
c
n
)|M|2Dcellγ (E) (12)
×
∫ ∆E
0
De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)neE′nh∆E−E′dE′,
for an indirect gap semiconductor absorber. Here, ∆E ≡
E − Eg, cn is the speed of light inside the absorber with
refractive index n, M is proportional to the phonon-
mediated transition matrix element that is approximated
using the value at the absorption edge, and Dcellγ (E) =
1
3π2 (~c/n)
−3 × 3E2 is the photonic density of states in
the absorber. It is important to note that only part of
the radiation, i.e., the radiation into the limited solid
angle within the critical angle of total reflection, can es-
cape from the absorber, as shown in Fig. 5, and this re-
sults in the photovoltaic current loss. The radiation rate
Rsp(±)(E) into the escape cones in the ±x-direction, per
unit volume, per unit energy, and per unit time, is then,
Rsp(±)(E) = 〈|(~c/n) · ~e±x|〉θ<θc × |M|2Dcellγ (E)
×
∫ ∆E
0
De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)neE′nh∆E−E′dE′, (13)
6where 〈| ~cn · ~e±x|〉θ<θc represents the velocity of light in
the ±x-directions when averaged inside the escape cones.
The geometric average yields an expression for the rates
that is independent of n, i.e.,
Rsp(±)(E) =
c
4
|M|2D0γ(E)
×
∫ ∆E
0
De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)neE′nh∆E−E′dE′. (14)
Under the same approximation using the constant
transition matrix element M, the absorption coefficient
α(E) is given microscopically by
α(E) = |M|2
∫ ∆E
0
De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)
×(1− neE′ − nh∆E−E′)dE′. (15)
Using the homogeneous radiation rate and absorption
coefficient, we consider continuity equations for the pho-
ton number current density inside the absorber. Let
n
γ(±)
E and j
(±)
E be the photon number density (per unit
volume and per unit energy) and the photon number cur-
rent density (per unit area, per unit time, and per unit
energy) with energy E propagating in the ±x-directions.
Then, the continuity equations under the steady-state
condition are given by
∂tn
γ(±)
E = −∂xj(±)E (x) +Rsp(±)(E)− α(E)j(±)E (x) = 0,(16)
for 0 < x < w (Fig. 5). The continuity equations under
the appropriate boundary conditions,
j
(+)
E (x ≤ 0) = jsunE , (17)
j
(−)
E (x ≥ w) = 0, (18)
give a solution for the output photon-number current
density,
j
(+)
E (x = w) = R
sp(+)(E)/α(E), (19)
j
(−)
E (x = 0) = R
sp(−)(E)/α(E), (20)
where perfect absorption (α(E)w ≫ 1) and zero refrec-
tion at the front surface were assumed again. From the
results, the number of photons radiated out from the ab-
sorber per unit time (≡ dNRadγ /dt) through the front and
back surfaces is
dNRadγ
dt
= A
∫ ∞
Eg
(j
(+)
E (x = w) + j
(−)
E (x = 0))dE
=
Ac
2π2
(
1
~c
)3 ∫ ∞
Eg
E2〈nenh〉∆E
〈1− ne − nh〉∆E dE, (21)
where Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) were inserted, and
〈nenh〉∆E
≡
∫∆E
0
De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)neE′nh∆E−E′dE′∫ ∆E
0
De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)dE′
, (22)
〈1− ne − nh〉∆E
≡
∫∆E
0 De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)(1− neE′ − nh∆E−E′)dE′∫∆E
0 De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)dE′
.
(23)
Equation Eq. (21) is a generalized Planck’s law for in-
direct gap semiconductors. Given that the band filling
effect can be neglected with n
e(h)
Ee(h)
≪ 1, it is approxi-
mated using
dNRadγ
dt
≈ Ac
2π2
(
1
~c
)3 ∫ ∞
Eg
E2〈nenh〉∆EdE. (24)
Because the radiative loss of one photon is equal to the
loss of one electron-hole pair, dNRadγ /dt can be related
to J
e(h),rad
Ee(h)
.
For indirect gap semiconductor absorbers — part of
dNRadγ /dt in Eq. (24) with Eq. (22), which comes from
recombination of the electrons (holes) in a small en-
ergy window, Ee(h) < E
′ < Ee(h) + dEe(h), divided
by the number of corresponding electron (hole) states,
VDe(h)Ee(h)dEe(h), gives the radiation loss rates for the mi-
croscopic carrier distribution functions. This produces
the following expressions:
Je,radEe =
c
2π2w
(
1
~c
)3
(25)
×
∫ ∞
0
(Eg + Ee + Eh)
2
√
Eh × neEenhEh
(π/8)de(Ee + Eh)2
dEh,
Jh,radEh =
c
2π2w
(
1
~c
)3
(26)
×
∫ ∞
0
(Eg + Ee + Eh)
2
√
Ee × neEenhEh
(π/8)dh(Ee + Eh)2
dEe.
For direct gap semiconductor absorbers — taking the
momentum conservation discussed in Sec.II A into ac-
count, the radiation loss rates for the microscopic car-
rier distribution functions are obtained using a similar
7analysis. Here we simply show the final results:
Je,radEe =
c
2π2w
(
1
~c
)3
(Eg + Ee + Eh)
2
de
√
Ee
(27)
×
(
1 +
m∗e
m∗h
)
neEen
h
Eh
1− neEe − nhEh
∣∣∣∣∣
Eh=
m∗e
m∗
h
Ee
,
Jh,radEh =
c
2π2w
(
1
~c
)3
(Eg + Ee + Eh)
2
dh
√
Eh
(28)
×
(
1 +
m∗h
m∗e
)
neEen
h
Eh
1− neEe − nhEh
∣∣∣∣∣
Ee=
m∗
h
m∗e
Eh
.
Insertion of 1− neEe − nhEh ≈ 1 into the denominators in
Eq. (27) and Eq. (28) gives approximate expressions for
direct gap semiconductors that correspond to Eq. (25)
and Eq. (26) for indirect gap semiconductors.
C. Carrier extraction rate: J
e(h),out
Ee(h)
The relaxation dynamics of a system of interest caused
by weak interaction with the environment can be de-
scribed using a standard approach that is widely used
in studies of open quantum systems29,30. The carrier
extraction rate, J
e(h),out
Ee(h)
, is also obtained using a sim-
ilar approach. First, as shown in Fig. 1, complete so-
lar cell systems are divided into four parts: the main
electron-hole systems in the absorber (Carrier System
(sys) ), the electron and hole reservoirs (Bath 1 and
Bath 2), and the phonon reservoir (Bath 3). There-
fore, the noninteracting Hamiltonian for the whole sys-
tem, H0, can be given as the sum of four parts, i.e.,
H0 = H0,sys +H0,Bath1 +H0,Bath2 +H0,Bath3, where
H0,sys =
∑
k
(
(Eg + Ee(k))e
†
kek + Eh(k)h
†
khk
)
, (29)
H0,Bath1 =
∑
k′
ǫck′c
†
k′ck′ , (30)
H0,Bath2 =
∑
k′
ǫdk′d
†
k′dk′ , (31)
H0,Bath3 =
∑
q
Ephq b
†
qbq. (32)
Here, ek and hk are fermionic annihilation operators
that are defined using the anticommutation relations,
[ek, e
†
k′ ]+ = [hk, h
†
k′ ]+ = δk,k′ ([X,Y ]+ ≡ XY + Y X), of
the electrons and holes in the carrier system (absorber),
with momentum k and energies of Eg+Ee(k) and Eh(k),
respectively. ck′ and dk′ represent the fermionic anni-
hilation operators when defined using the anticommu-
tation relations [ck, c
†
k′ ]+ = [dk, d
†
k′ ]+ = δk,k′ for the
electrons in Bath 1 and the holes in Bath 2 with mo-
mentum k′, and energies of ǫck′ and ǫ
d
k′ , respectively. bq
represents a bosonic annihilation operator, which is de-
fined using the commutation relation [bq, b
†
q′ ]− = δq,q′
([X,Y ]− ≡ XY − Y X) for the phonons in Bath 3 (the
crystal lattice in the absorber) with momentum q and
energy Ephq . Under the assumption of weak carrier sys-
tem interaction with the environments (Bath 1 + Bath 2
+ Bath 3), the density matrix of the whole system ρ can
be approximated using a product of the matrices for the
subsystems:
ρ = ρsys ⊗ ρBath1 ⊗ ρBath2 ⊗ ρBath3. (33)
With this density matrix, the quantum and statistical
average for any physical quantity O is given by 〈O〉 =
Tr(Oρ). Here, the density matrix for the Carrier Sys-
tem, denoted by ρsys, is the matrix of interest and will
be determined using the von Neumann equation30. Ad-
ditionally, the density matrices for the environments are
assumed to be
ρBath1 = exp (−βc(H0,Bath1 − µcNc)) /ZBath1, (34)
ρBath2 = exp (−βc(H0,Bath2 − (−µv)Nd)) /ZBath2, (35)
ρBath3 = exp (−βphH0,Bath3) /ZBath3, (36)
which represent the matrices in their thermal equilibrium
states, e.g., with temperature Tc and electron chemical
potential µc for Bath 1, Tc and hole chemical potential
µh(= −µv) for Bath 2, and phonon temperature Tph
and a chemical potential of zero for Bath 3. The βs
represent inverse temperatures. Nc =
∑
k′ c
†
k′ck′ and
Nd =
∑
k′ d
†
k′dk′ represent the total numbers of carri-
ers in Bath 1 and Bath 2, respectively, and the Zs are
normalization factors used to ensure that
Tr(ρBath1) = Tr(ρBath2) = Tr(ρBath3) = 1. (37)
Using the density matrix, the distribution functions for
the carriers in the absorber are defined as
nek = n
e
Ee(=Ee(k))
≡ 〈e†kek〉, (38)
nhk = n
h
Eh(=Eh(k))
≡ 〈h†khk〉, (39)
while those for the particles in the baths are given by
〈c†k′ck′〉 = fFµc,βc(ǫck′ ), (40)
〈d†k′dk′〉 = fF−µv,βc(ǫvk′) (41)
〈b†qbq〉 = fB0,βph(Ephq ), (42)
where fFµ,β(E)(≡ 1/(eβ(E−µ) + 1)) and fBµ,β(E)(≡
1/(eβ(E−µ) − 1)) are the Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein
distribution functions, respectively, with inverse temper-
ature β and chemical potential µ.
The electron extraction rate appears as a perturbation
expansion to the kinetic motion in the equations for the
distribution functions of the second-order with respect
to the weak interaction between the Carrier System and
8Bath 1, H ′ = Hsys−Bath1, whereas the interaction Hamil-
tonian is given using the form
Hsys−Bath1 =
∑
k,k′
(T ek,k′ekc
†
k′ + (T
e
k,k′ )
∗ck′e
†
k). (43)
The coupling parameter T ek,k′ represents the tunnel-
ing amplitude of an electron passing from the absorber
through the tunnel barrier to the electron reservoir.
Therefore, T ek,k′ , is a function of the overlap integral of
the wavefunctions in the absorber and the reservoir, i.e.,
it is a function of k and k′, the height and width of the
tunnel barrier, and the absorber thickness.
Switching to the interaction picture, where OI(t) ≡
ei(H0/~)tOe−i(H0/~)t, the von Neumann equation for the
density matrix is given as
d
dt
ρI(t) =
1
i~
[H ′I(t), ρI(t)]−, (44)
where
H ′I(t) =
∑
k,k′
(T ek,k′ekc
†
k′e
−i(Eg+Ee−ǫck′ )t/~ + h.c.) (45)
is the interaction Hamiltonian, given by H ′(=
Hsys−Bath1), in the interaction picture. Successive itera-
tions and time integration of Eq. (44) gives
d
dt
ρI =
(
1
i~
)2 ∫ ∞
0
[H ′I(t), [H
′
I(t− τ), ρI(t− τ)]−]−dτ
∼
(
1
i~
)2 ∫ ∞
0
[H ′I(t), [H
′
I(t− τ), ρI(t)]−]−dτ,(46)
where the initial time contribution from t = −∞ is ne-
glected in the first equation, and a Markov approxima-
tion, under the assumption that the main system dynam-
ics are sufficiently slow when compared with the memory
time in the environments, is used in the second equa-
tion29,30. Because we are considering steady-state opera-
tion of the solar cells, the Markov approximation can be
used safely.
Using Eq. (46), the extraction rate for an electron with
kinetic energy Ee(= Ee(k)) for momentum k is given by
−Je,outEe =
d
dt
〈e†kek〉 = Tr
(
e†kekρ˙I(t)
)
(47)
=
(
1
i~
)2 ∫ ∞
0
Tr
(
e†kek[H
′
I(t), [H
′
I(t− τ), ρI(t)]−]−
)
dτ
Using the cyclic property of the trace, where Tr(XY Z) =
Tr(ZXY ), the integrand on the right-hand side of the
third equation is given explicitly by
Tr
((
e†kekH
′
I(t)H
′
I(t− τ)−H ′I(t− τ)H ′I(t)e†kek (48)
−H ′I(t− τ)e†kekH ′I(t) +H ′I(t)e†kekH ′I(t− τ)
)
ρI(t)
)
.
Considering the assumption in Eq. (33), the trace for
the whole system can be provided by successive partial
traces of the subsystems. By retaining only the terms
that do not vanish after the trace is taken, Eq. (48) can
be rewritten as∑
k′
|T ek.k′ |2(ei(Eg+Ee−ǫ
c
k′
)τ/~ − e−i(Eg+Ee−ǫck′ )τ/~)
×Tr
(
(e†keke
†
kekck′c
†
k′ − eke†keke†kc†k′ck′)ρI(t)
)
=
∑
k′
|T ek.k′ |2(ei(Eg+Ee−ǫ
c
k′
)τ/~ − e−i(Eg+Ee−ǫck′ )τ/~)
× (neEe(1− fFµc,βc(ǫck′))− (1− neEe)fFµc,βc(ǫck′)) . (49)
By inserting Eq. (49) into Eq. (47) and performing the
integration with respect to time, we obtain
Je,outEe =
2π
~
∑
k′
|T ek.k′ |2δ(Eg + Ee − ǫck′)
× (neEe − fFµc,βc(Eg + Ee)) . (50)
We therefore derive a simple expression for the extraction
rate:
Je,outEe =
1
τeout
(
neEe − fFµc,βc(Eg + Ee)
)
, (51)
with extraction time τeout that is defined as
(τeout)
−1 =
2π
~
|T e(E)|2Dc(E)
∣∣∣∣
E=Eg+Ee
, (52)
where Dc(E)(=
∑
k′ δ(E − ǫck′)) is the density of states
in Bath 1, and
|T e(E)|2 =
∑
k′ |T ek,k′ |2δ(E − ǫck′)∑
k′ δ(E − ǫck′)
, (53)
represents the strength of tunneling coupling when aver-
aged over the states in Bath 1 at energy E. While τeout
is dependent on the energy of the carriers, we consider it
to be a constant parameter in the following analysis for
simplicity. In this sense, the carrier extraction time used
here is an effective parameter representative for all the
electrons tunneling between the absorber and the elec-
trode.
The same argument is also applicable to the hole
extraction rate when using H ′ = Hsys−Bath2 =∑
k,k′ (T
h
k,k′hkd
†
k′ +h.c.). We therefore have a similar ex-
pression for holes:
Jh,outEh =
1
τhout
(
nhEh − fF−µv ,βc(Eh)
)
, (54)
with a hole extraction time of
(τhout)
−1 =
2π
~
∑
k′
|T hk.k′ |2δ(Eh − ǫdk′)
≡ 2π
~
|T h(E)|2Dd(E)
∣∣∣∣
E=Eh
, (55)
9where |T h(E)|2 is an effective tunneling probability for a
hole tunneling from the absorber to Bath 2, andDd(E)(=∑
k′ δ(E−ǫdk′)) is the density of states in Bath 2 at energy
E. In the following, we also assume the simplest case,
i.e., where τeout = τ
h
out ≡ τout, which will not limit the
generality of the main conclusion.
As mentioned earlier, τout should be regarded as the
effective time scale used for carrier extraction. In this
sense, however, it could also be used to parametrize the
time between photogeneration and extraction of the car-
riers, which may be required for other reasons; e.g., when
photogeneration occurs at the center of absorber, τout
cannot be less than the time delay given by the distance
from the point of generation to the contacts divided by
the average carrier velocity. Such time delays would be
important in thicker solar cells and appear to be critical
in solar cells using nanocrystals, organic solar cells31,32
(including dye-sensitised33), and perovskite solar cells34,
which have low carrier mobilities caused by disorders and
the Frenkel-like localization35,36 of excitons. τout could
be measured using specific characterization methods that
are suitable for each system, e.g., by optical characteri-
zation of the lifetimes of photo-generated carriers under
short-circuit conditions and by transient measurement of
the photocurrents37,38.
The description based on the tunnel Hamiltonian given
in Eq. (43) simply neglects the voltage drop at the con-
tact. Ohmic contacts with energy losses at the contacts
are outside the scope of this paper.
D. Phonon scattering (thermalization) rate:
d
dt
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣
∣
∣
phonon
The phonon scattering (thermalization) rate in the
rate equation for the microscopic carrier distribution
functions, given by ddtn
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣∣∣
phonon
, can be obtained us-
ing an analysis similar to those presented in Sec. II C.
In this case, interactions between the carriers and the
phonons are considered using the perturbation Hamilto-
nian H ′ = Hsys−Bath3, which is given by
Hsys−Bath3 =
∑
q,k
gcq(bq + b
†
−q)(e
†
k+qek + h.c.)
+
∑
q,k
gvq (bq + b
†
−q)(h
†
k+qhk + h.c.), (56)
where gcq and g
v
q are the electron-phonon coupling con-
stants for the bottom-conduction-band and top-valence-
band electrons in the absorber, respectively. The q-
dependence of the coupling constants is dependent on the
types of phonons involved. For an order of magnitude-
level estimate of the thermalization rate, the LA phonons
that originate from the deformation potential are consid-
ered for Si absorbers:
gc(v)q = adef,c(v)
√
~q
2VvAρA , (57)
where adef,c(v), vA, and ρA are the deformation potential
for the conduction (valence) electrons, the phonon veloc-
ity, and the mass density in the absorber, respectively.
A realistic estimate requires inclusion of the scattering
caused by the other phonon modes, i.e., the transverse
acoustic (TA), transverse optical (TO), and LO modes,
and the intra-valley scattering (within the degenerate
bands)39, based on realistic electron and phonon band
structures26, which is far beyond the scope of this work.
The interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction picture
is
H ′I(t) =
∑
q,k
(
gcqe
†
k+qekbqe
i(Ee(k+q)−Ee(k)−Ephq )t + h.c.
)
+
∑
q,k
(
gcqe
†
k+qekb
†
−qe
i(Ee(k+q)−Ee(k)+Ephq )t + h.c.
)
+
∑
q,k
(
gvqh
†
k+qhkbqe
i(Eh(k+q)−Eh(k)−Ephq )t + h.c.
)
(58)
+
∑
q,k
(
gvqh
†
k+qhkb
†
−qe
i(Eh(k+q)−Eh(k)+Ephq )t + h.c.
)
.
Insertion of Eq. (58) into Tr(e†kekρ˙I(t)) with the second-
order Born-Markov approximation given in Eq. (46) and
performing a time integration, we obtain the phonon
scattering rates as follows:
d
dt
neEe
∣∣∣∣
phonon
= −2π
~
∑
q
(gcq)
2
×δ(Ee(k)− Ee(k − q)− Ephq )(nek(1 − nek−q)
×(fB0,βph(Ephq ) + 1)− nek−q(1− nek)fB0,βph(Ephq )
)
+
2π
~
∑
q
(gcq)
2δ
(
Ee(k + q)− Ee(k)− Ephq
)
×
(
nek+q(1 − nek)(fB0,βph(Ephq ) + 1)
−nek(1 − nek+q)fB0,βph(Ephq )
)
, (59)
d
dt
nhEh
∣∣∣∣
phonon
= −2π
~
∑
q
(gvq )
2
×δ(Eh(k)− Eh(k − q)− Ephq )(nhk(1 − nhk−q)
×(fB0,βph(Ephq ) + 1)− nhk−q(1− nhk)fB0,βph(Ephq )
)
+
2π
~
∑
q
(gvq )
2δ
(
Eh(k + q)− Eh(k)− Ephq
)
×
(
nhk+q(1 − nhk)(fB0,βph(Ephq ) + 1)
−nhk(1− nhk+q)fB0,βph(Ephq )
)
. (60)
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Scattering rates in this form are equivalent to those ob-
tained using Fermi’s golden rule calculation. The ex-
pression above includes a momentum representation of
the carrier distribution functions that can be further
stated using simpler expressions in the energy represen-
tation. First, we transform the q-summation into an
integration over polar coordinates in the form
∑
q =
V
(2π)3
∫∞
0
2π|q|2d|q| ∫ 1−1 d(cos θ), where θ is the angle be-
tween k and q. The angular integration is then performed
using the dispersion relation Ephq = ~vA|q|, the coupling
constants for LA phonons in Eq. (57), and
Ee(h)(k)− Ee(h)(k − q) =
~
2(2|q||k| cos θ − |q|2)
2m∗e(h)
, (61)
Ee(h)(k + q)− Ee(h)(k) =
~
2(2|q||k| cos θ + |q|2)
2m∗e(h)
. (62)
By making a change in the coordinates, where |q| =
ǫ/(~vA), we finally obtain
d
dt
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣∣∣∣
phonon
= −Ce(h)ph
∫ ǫe(h),−cut
0
ǫ2dǫ√
Ee(h)
(
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
(1− ne(h)Ee(h)−ǫ)
× (1 + fB0,βph(ǫ))− ne(h)Ee(h)−ǫ(1− ne(h)Ee(h))fB0,βph(ǫ)
)
+ C
e(h)
ph
∫ ǫe(h),+cut
0
ǫ2dǫ√
Ee(h)
(
n
e(h)
Ee(h)+ǫ
(1 − ne(h)Ee(h))
× (1 + fB0,βph(ǫ))− ne(h)Ee(h)(1− ne(h)Ee(h)+ǫ)fB0,βph(ǫ)
)
. (63)
Terms proportional to fB0,βph(ǫ) and 1 + f
B
0,βph
(ǫ) repre-
sent the scattering rates for phonon absorption and emis-
sion, respectively. Here, we newly defined the coefficient
C
e(h)
ph ≡
a2def,c(v)
√
m∗
e(h)
/2
4π~4v4AρA
and the Ee(h)-dependent cutoff
energies as follows:
ǫ
e(h),−
cut ≡ min
(
Ee(h), ǫ
ph
cut,
2vA
(√
2m∗e(h)Ee(h) −m∗e(h)vA
))
, (64)
ǫ
e(h),+
cut ≡ min
(
ǫphcut, 2vA
(√
2m∗e(h)Ee(h) +m
∗
e(h)vA
))
, (65)
where ǫphcut is the Debye cutoff energy for the LA phonons
(∼ 50 meV for Si). The Ee(h) dependences in Eq. (64)
and Eq. (65) stem from the condition that the argu-
ments in the delta functions in Eq. (59) and Eq. (60)
are zero, i.e., from the requirements for energy and mo-
mentum conservation during the carrier-phonon scatter-
ing processes. A situation also occurs in which the cut-
off energy ǫ
e(h),−
cut becomes negative. This occurs when√
2m∗e(h)Ee(h) −m∗e(h)vA < 0 for small Ee(h), i.e., when
FIG. 6: Estimation of phonon relaxation rate of carriers via
the LA mode in Si as estimated from Eq. (67) as a function
of kinetic energy for the electrons (solid) and holes (dashed)
at two different lattice temperatures: Tph = 300 K (thick)
and 0 K (thin). The following parameters are used for Si:
vA = 10
4 m/s, m∗e/me = 1.08, m
∗
h/me = 0.55, ǫ
ph
cut = 50
meV, adef,c = 10 eV, adef,v = 1 eV, and ρA = 2.3 g/cm
3.
Ee(h) <
1
2m
∗
e(h)v
2
A ≡ EPBe(h). In this case, carriers with
Ee(h) < E
PB
e(h) cannot lose energy via phonon emissions
(i.e., carrier cooling does not occur), even at the zero
temperature of the lattice (Tph = 0), which is prohibited
by the conservation law. However, this Effect, which is
called the phonon bottleneck effect, is normally negligible
because the threshold energy EPBe(h), known as the phonon
bottleneck energy, is very low (e.g., vA = 10
4 m/sec,
m∗e/me = 1.08, and m
∗
h/me = 0.55 give E
PB
e = 0.307
meV and EPBh = 0.156 meV in the model for Si). We
have already implicitly assumed that Ee(h) > E
PB
e(h) in
Eq. (63) (which sets ǫ
e(h),−
cut > 0 and the lower domain
boundary of the latter integration to zero).
The time scale for thermalization of the photogen-
erated carriers in the absorber can be estimated from
Eq. (63). Consider the case where electrons (holes) with
energy Ee(h) are generated at an initial time t = 0
under illumination by a narrow-band photon source at
the corresponding energy. In this case, n
e(h)
Ee(h)
6= 0 and
n
e(h)
E 6=Ee(h) = 0 at t = 0. When this condition is inserted
into Eq. (63), the initial population dynamics are given
by
d
dt
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
= − 1
τ
e(h)
ph
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
, (66)
where the relaxation time τ
e(h)
ph is given by
τ
e(h)
ph = C
e(h)
ph
(∫ ǫe(h),−cut
0
ǫ2
(
1 + fB0,βph(ǫ)
)
√
Ee(h)
dǫ
+
∫ ǫe(h),+cut
0
ǫ2fB0,βph(ǫ)√
Ee(h)
dǫ
)
. (67)
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At the zero temperature of the lattice, insertion of
fB0,βph=+∞(ǫ) = 0 into Eq. (67) gives the simple expres-
sion
1
τ
e(h)
ph
= C
e(h)
ph
(ǫ
e(h),−
cut )
3
3
√
Ee(h)
. (68)
Of course, the time constant τ
e(h)
ph gives a timescale for
the initial relaxation dynamics for such an ideal situa-
tion, It therefore seems reasonable to consider that the
carrier thermalization time in solar cells could also be es-
timated using τ
e(h)
ph in Eq. (67). Fig. 6 shows the phonon
relaxation rate that was estimated for Si as a function
of the kinetic energies of the carriers. In our Si model,
we found that the relaxation time ranges between 10−10
and 10−13.5 s in the relevant energy window for solar
cells (as shown in Fig. 5 that corresponds to the band-
width of the solar spectra, kBTS). This result is consis-
tent with the measured timescale for the carrier cooling
process, which ranges from sub-picosecond to hundreds
of picoseconds39–41 and also with the timescales in the
literature42. A major difference (two orders of magni-
tude) between the results for electrons and holes origi-
nates from differences in the deformation potentials for
the LA phonons. The situation can therefore change if
other phonon modes and the fast electron-hole equilibra-
tion that was discussed in39 are taken into account in
the calculations. From this perspective, we should stress
here again that the results in Fig. 6 were given for an
order of magnitude-level estimation.
E. Effects of spectral broadening of the
microscopic states
In the previous four subsections (Sec. II A, Sec. II B,
Sec. II C, Sec. II D), explicit forms of the rate equation
for the microscopic carrier distribution function in both
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) appear to have been found. Actu-
ally, as shown in the simulations below, direct use of the
equations that have been derived thus far can be justi-
fied in most cases. However, in certain situations, the
equations should be modified slightly. Modifications are
required when the spectral broadening of the microscopic
carrier states becomes important. These situations occur
when the carriers are far out of equilibrium. The spectral
broadening Γ is taken into account in the NEGF formal-
ism automatically as an imaginary part of the (retarded)
self-energy (Γ = −ImΣr)9–11. Therefore, we also take the
broadening effect into account in a satisfactory manner
while keeping the calculations as simple as possible.
Several factors can broaden the spectra of the sin-
gle particle states in many-particle systems. One factor
comes from Coulomb interaction between the carriers.
However, we consider the Coulomb interaction to have a
minor or secondary effect on the properties of solar cells,
which normally work at low carrier densities (as shown
for Si solar cells in2), and we have already neglected to
include it in our model. Other factors occur because of
interactions between the carrier system and the baths,
or more explicitely, because of the carrier-phonon inter-
action and carrier extraction processes that occur in our
model. Spectral broadening of the electrons (holes) with
Ee(h), given by Γ
e(h)
Ee(h)
(≡ −ImΣr(Ee(h))), is related to the
time constants τ
e(h)
out (= τout) and τ
e(h)
ph , which we already
determined in the preceding subsections:
Γ
e(h)
Ee(h)
=
~
2τ
e(h)
ph
+
~
2τ
e(h)
out
. (69)
Therefore, the broadening is given by ~/(2τ
e(h)
ph ) when
τ
e(h)
ph ≪ τe(h)out and ~/(2τe(h)out ) when τe(h)out ≪ τe(h)ph .
In the former case (τ
e(h)
ph ≪ τe(h)out ), it is natural to
consider that the carriers must be fully relaxed to estab-
lish thermal equilibrium with the lattice in the steady
state. This assumption can be checked by solving the
rate equations in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) as follows. When
the thermalization term ddtn
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣∣∣
phonon
dominates the
rate equation, a steady state is achieved when all inte-
grands in Eq. (63) disappear. This condition is fulfilled
if 
 ne(h)Ee(h)+ǫ
1− ne(h)Ee(h)+ǫ

/

 ne(h)Ee(h)
1− ne(h)Ee(h)


=
fB0,βph(ǫ)
1 + fB0,βph(ǫ)
= exp(−βphǫ)
= exp(−βph(Ee(h) + ǫ))/ exp(−βphEe(h)) (70)
for every possible choice of Ee(h) and ǫ. This means
that in the steady state, the distribution function is given
by the Fermi-Dirac distribution, with some value for the
chemical potential in the absorber µcelle(h):
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
= fFµcell
e(h)
,βph
(Ee(h)). (71)
Therefore, these distribution functions are thermally dis-
tributed over the energy range 0 < Ee(h) < kBTph. In
this case, inclusion of the broadening within the single
particle spectra does not modify the distribution func-
tion as long as Γ
e(h)
Ee(h)
(
= ~/(2τ
e(h)
ph )
)
< kBTph (=26 meV
for 300 K). The condition appears to be satisfied well
when we consider that a phonon relaxation time of 1
ps corresponds to broadening of 0.33 meV. In this way,
we confirm that the broadening effect is negligible for
τ
e(h)
ph ≪ τe(h)out .
The above consideration allows us to neglect broaden-
ing due to electron-phonon interactions in Eq. (69) over
the entire range of τ
e(h)
out . We can therefore safely use the
following approximation:
Γ
e(h)
Ee(h)
=
~
2τ
e(h)
out
. (72)
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This approximation greatly simplifies the calculations be-
cause τ
e(h)
out (= τout) is a given parameter that is identical
for every carrier state in our model, whereas τ
e(h)
ph , which
should be defined precisely from Eq. (63), is a function
of the carrier distribution functions that are to be deter-
mined finally. We therefore use an approximation based
on use of Eq. (72) for broadening of the single-particle
states in this work. We define the lineshape function of
the states using AΓ(x), which is a Gaussian function with
a half width at half maximum that is equal to Γ
e(h)
Ee(h)
. Us-
ing Γ ≡ (log 2)−1/2Γe(h)Ee(h) , the function is given by
AΓ(x) =
√
1
πΓ2
exp
(−(x/Γ)2) . (73)
A Lorentzian function is normally used for the lineshape
of a single particle state (this also applies in the NEGF
formalism13) rather than a Gaussian spectral profile be-
cause the Gaussian distribution reflects the statistical
fluctuations of the system; it is not derived naturally for
ideal models without structural imperfections. We use
the Gaussian function for a reason that is demonstrated
later in the paper; however, it will not change our main
conclusion. Using the line function, expressions for the
generation and loss rates in the rate equation that has
been derived thus far are modified as follows, where the
modification becomes important when τout ≪ τe(h)ph .
For the generation rate J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
— because the Sun’s
spectrum is much broader than the broadening of the
states, kBTS ≫ Γ, we can neglect the effects of broaden-
ing on J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
. We therefore use Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) for
direct gap semiconductors and Eq. (25) and Eq. (26) for
direct gap semiconductors.
For the radiative recombination loss rate J
e(h),rad
Ee(h)
—
inclusion of the spectral broadening modifies the density
of states of the carriers. This effect replaces De(h)(E)
with D˜e(h)(E) in the analysis that was presented in
Sec. II B (particularly in Eq. (14), Eq. (15), Eq. (22),
and Eq. (23)), where
D˜e(h)(E) ≡
(De(h) ∗ AΓ) (E)
=
∫ ∞
0
De(h)(E′)AΓ(E − E′)dE′, (74)
is the density of states of the carriers convolved using the
spectral function. For example, the denominator in both
Eq. (22) and Eq. (23) can be modified as follows:∫ ∞
−∞
D˜e(E′)D˜h(∆E − E′)dE′
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dE′
∫ ∞
0
dEe
∫ ∞
0
dEhDe(Ee)AΓ(E′ − Ee)
×Dh(Eh)AΓ(∆E − E′ − Eh)
=
∫ ∞
0
dEe
∫ ∞
0
dEhDe(Ee)Dh(Eh)
×A√2Γ(∆E − Ee − Eh). (75)
In the last equation, we used a general property of the
convolution of Gaussian functions:
AΓ1 ∗ AΓ2(E) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dE′AΓ1(E′)AΓ2(E − E′)
= A√
Γ21+Γ
2
2
(E). (76)
A similar modification was made to the numerator in
Eq. (22) and Eq. (23). As a result, the recombination
loss rates for the indirect transition are given by
Je,radEe =
1
w
× c
2π2
(
1
~c
)3
×
∫ ∞
0
dE E2 (77)
×
∫∞
0
Dh(E′h)neEenhE′hA√2Γ(∆E − Ee − E
′
h)dE
′
h∫∫ De(E′e)Dh(E′h)A√2Γ(∆E − E′e − E′h)dE′edE′h ,
Jh,radEh =
1
w
× c
2π2
(
1
~c
)3
×
∫ ∞
0
dE E2 (78)
×
∫∞
0
De(E′e)neE′enhEhA√2Γ(∆E − E′e − Eh)dE′e∫∫ De(E′e)Dh(E′h)A√2Γ(∆E − E′e − E′h)dE′edE′h ,
for the electrons and holes, respectively (where the ap-
proximation 1 − neEe − nhEh ≈ 1 was used). The above
expressions can be simplified further by introducing the
dimensionless functions Φ(x) and Θ(x, y):
Φ(x) ≡
∫ ∞
0
ds√
π
s2e−(s−x)
2
=
xe−x
2
2
√
π
+
(1 + 2x2)(1 + erf(x))
4
, (79)
Θ(x, y) ≡
∫ ∞
−x
(s+ x)2
Φ(s)
× e
−(s−y)2
√
π
ds, (80)
where erf(x) is the Gaussian error function and Ψ(x) has
following asymptotic forms:
Φ(x≫ 1) = x2, Φ(x≪ −1) = e
−x2
4
√
π|x|3 . (81)
Using these functions, Eq. (77) and Eq. (78) can be
rewritten as:
Je,radEe =
8
πde
(
c/w
2π2
)(
1
~c
)3
neEe
×
∫ ∞
0
√
EhΘ
(
Eg√
2Γ
,
Ee + Eh√
2Γ
)
nhEhdEh, (82)
Jh,radEh =
8
πdh
(
c/w
2π2
)(
1
~c
)3
nhEh
×
∫ ∞
0
√
EeΘ
(
Eg√
2Γ
,
Ee + Eh√
2Γ
)
neEedEe. (83)
Within the limit from Γ→ +0, we find that Θ→ (Eg +
Ee + Eh)
2/(Ee + Eh)
2 in the integrands, which repro-
duces the original expressions of Eq. (25) and Eq. (26).
Equations (82) and (83), when derived in this way, are
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the explicit forms of the radiation loss rates for indirect
gap semiconductor absorbers.
A similar analysis is also applied to direct gap semi-
conductor absorbers. We find that the expressions in
Eq. (27) and Eq. (28) are modified by the broadening
effect as follows:
Je,radEe =
c
2π2w
(
1
~c
)3 (1 + m∗em∗h
)
de
√
Ee
(84)
×
∫ ∞
0
E2
√
EehA√2Γ(∆E − Eeh)neEenhEh∫∞
0
√
E′ehA√2Γ(∆E − E′eh)dE′eh
dE,
Jh,radEe =
c
2π2w
(
1
~c
)3 (1 + m∗hm∗e
)
dh
√
Eh
(85)
×
∫ ∞
0
E2
√
EehA√2Γ(∆E − Eeh)neEenhEh∫∞
0
√
E′ehA√2Γ(∆E − E′eh)dE′eh
dE,
where we used the approximation 1 − neEe − nhEh ≈ 1.
Here, ∆E ≡ E − Eg and m∗eEe = m∗hEh for direct gap
semiconductors, and Eeh ≡ Ee + Eh.
For the carrier extraction rate J
e(h),out
Ee(h)
— inclusion
of the broadening effect in this term is straightforward.
The incoming particle number rates from the electrodes
into the absorber are modified because the single parti-
cle states have a spectral width. After modification, we
obtain
Je,outEe =
1
τout
(
neEe − f˜Fµc,βc(Eg + Ee)
)
, (86)
Jh,outEh =
1
τout
(
nhEh − f˜F−µv,βc(Eh)
)
, (87)
where we assume that τ
e(h)
out = τout, and the Fermi-
Dirac distribution convolved with the lineshape function
is given by
f˜Fµ,β(E) = (f
F
µ,β ∗ AΓ)(E)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
fFµ,β(E
′)AΓ(E − E′)dE′. (88)
For the phonon scattering rate: ddtn
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣∣∣
phonon
— in-
clusion of the broadening effect replaces the δ-functions
in Eq. (59) and Eq. (60) with the convolved lineshape
functions as follows:
δ
(
Ee(h)(k)− Ee(h)(k − q)− Ephq
)
→ A√2Γ
(
Ee(h)(k)− Ee(h)(k − q)− Ephq
)
, (89)(
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dE1
∫ ∞
−∞
dE2 δ
(
E1 − E2 − Ephq
)
×AΓ
(
E1 − Ee(h)(k)
)AΓ(E2 − Ee(h)(k − q)))
δ
(
Ee(h)(k + q)− Ee(h)(k)− Ephq
)
→ A√2Γ
(
Ee(h)(k + q)− Ee(h)(k)− Ephq
)
. (90)
After the replacement, we can transform the q-
summation into an integration over polar coordinates,
and the angular integration can finally be performed, as
was done in Sec. II D. The final result is
d
dt
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣∣∣∣
phonon
=
−Ce(h)ph√
Ee(h)
∫ ǫphcut
0
ǫ2dǫ
∫ E+
E−
dE′
A√2Γ(Ee(h) − E′ − ǫ)
(
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
(1− ne(h)E′ )
×(1 + fB0,βph(ǫ))− ne(h)E′ (1− ne(h)Ee(h))fB0,βph(ǫ)
)
+
C
e(h)
ph√
Ee(h)
∫ ǫphcut
0
ǫ2dǫ
∫ E+
E−
dE′ (91)
A√2Γ(Ee(h) − E′ + ǫ)
(
n
e(h)
E′ (1− ne(h)Ee(h))
×(1 + fB0,βph(ǫ))− ne(h)Ee(h)(1− ne(h)E′ )fB0,βph(ǫ)
)
,
where we defined E± as
E± ≡
(√
Ee(h) ± ǫ
√
1
2m∗e(h)v
2
A
)2
≥ 0. (92)
Within the limit from Γ → +0 in Eq. (91), the Gaus-
sian function A√2Γ becomes δ functions. The terms
that remain after integration of E′ should come from the
poles E′ = Ee(h) ± ǫ, which are located in the interval
E− < E′(= Ee(h)± ǫ) < E+. In this way, Eq. (91) safely
reproduces Eq. (63) when Γ = +0. Here, we assumed
again that Ee(h) > E
PB
e(h), i.e., that the phonon bottle-
neck effect was neglected as it was in Eq. (63).
The reason for adoption of the Gaussian lineshape—
As mentioned earlier in this subsection, we have used
a Gaussian lineshape for the microscopic states, despite
the fact that it cannot be derived naturally for an ideal
model without statistical fluctuations. This lineshape
was adopeted for the following technical reason. We have
derived rate equations for the microscopic distribution
functions of the carriers in both direct and indirect gap
semiconductor absorbers. In the derivation for the in-
direct gap semiconductors, we introduced a probability
density of pe(h)(Ee(h)) in Eq. (9) and used it to obtain the
generation rate J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
and the recombination loss rate
J
e(h),rad
Ee(h)
. The factor
∫∆E
0 De(E′)Dh(∆E − E′)dE′ that
is found in the denominator in each of Eq. (10), Eq. (22),
and Eq. (23) can all be traced back to the same normal-
ization factor in the definition of pe(h)(Ee(h)) in Eq. (9),
i.e., the number of possible combinations of all electron-
hole pairs with Ee and Eh that can emit a photon of
energy E. If the spectral broadening of the microscopic
states is included, the normalization factor should then
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be modified by replacing De(h)(E) with D˜e(h)(E) (as de-
fined in Eq. (74)), as shown in Eq. (75). No problems
arise with the mathematics here if Gaussian lineshape
function AΓ(x) is used for the lineshape. However, if we
use the Lorentzian lineshape function,
ALΓ(x) ≡
1
π
Γ
x2 + Γ2
, (93)
the situation changes. Using a similar analysis, the nor-
malization factor is calculated to be∫ ∞
−∞
D˜e(E′)D˜h(∆E − E′)dE′
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dE′
∫ ∞
0
dEe
∫ ∞
0
dEhDe(Ee)ALΓ(E′ − Ee)
×Dh(Eh)ALΓ(∆E − E′ − Eh)
=
∫ ∞
0
dEe
∫ ∞
0
dEhDe(Ee)Dh(Eh)
×AL2Γ(∆E − Ee − Eh). (94)
In the last equation, we used a general property of the
convolution of Lorentzian functions:
ALΓ1 ∗ ALΓ2(E) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dE′ALΓ1(E′)ALΓ2 (E − E′)
= ALΓ1+Γ2(E). (95)
The integration can also be performed by changing the
integration variable to Eeh ≡ Ee + Eh and Eh, which
results in the following divergence:∫ ∞
−∞
D˜e(E′)D˜h(∆E − E′)dE′
∝
∫ ∞
0
dEeh
∫ Eeh
0
dEh
√
Eh(Eeh − Eh)AL2Γ(∆E − Eeh)
=
π
8
∫ ∞
0
E2ehAL2Γ(∆E − Eeh)dEeh
∝
∫ ∞
0
E2eh
E2eh + (2Γ)
2
dEeh = +∞. (96)
This divergence represents a clear artifact that is derives
from the simplification of our model of the semiconductor
carriers. We adopted an effective two-band model with
infinite bandwidths for carriers. Because of these infinite
bandwidths, there is no upper domain bound for integra-
tion over Eeh in Eq. (96). This prevents us from defining
the probability measure for pe(h)(Ee(h)) and our formu-
lation thus fails when we use the Lorentzian lineshape
function and the infinite bandwidths for the carriers. Of
course, this problem can be avoided by introducing an
effective bandwidth parameter that should exist natu-
rally. However, the introduction of an additional band-
width parameter can then reduce the benefits of our sim-
ple two-band model with the infinite bandwidths. The
final results may also depend on the bandwidth parame-
ter, the definition of which remains unclear. For these
reasons, we have used the Gaussian lineshape for the
spectral function, not having encountered such an ar-
tifact, and have thus benefitted greatly from use of our
simplified model. In realistic devices, the semiconductor
absorbers are not ideally prepared with structural imper-
fections to cause statistical fluctuations. As a result, their
spectral lineshapes will be more or less Gaussian-like, at
least in the tails (which could also be Voigt functions).
Even when the Lorentzian lineshape is used in the infi-
nite bandwidth model, this divergence problem does not
occur for direct gap semiconductors. Despite the above
discussion on possible changes in the formulation, we still
expect that the selection of the lineshape functions will
not strongly affect the result or the main conclusion.
F. Macroscopic properties: current, conversion
efficiency, and energy flow
The rate equations used to determine the microscopic
carrier distribution functions were derived in the preced-
ing subsections (from Sec. II A to Sec. II E). In this sec-
tion, we briefly summarize the method used to calculate
macroscopic quantities such as the output charge current
I, the conversion efficiency η, and the energy flows into
the different channels, denoted by JX (X =sun, T, rad,
work, Qin, and Qout are defined below and are also shown
in Fig. 7) in terms of the distribution functions that are
to be obtained.
The charge current I is defined as
I = |e|
∑
k
Je,outEe(k) = |e|
∑
k
Jh,outEh(k),
= |e|
∫ ∞
0
VDe(Ee)Je,outEe dEe, (97)
which represents the total charge per unit time (where
|e| is the elementary charge) output by an absorber of
volume V(= Aw) to an electrode. Here Je,outEe and J
h,out
Eh
are the functions of the distribution functions given by
Eq. (51) and Eq. (54) without the broadening effect, and
of the functions given by Eq. (86) and Eq. (87) with the
broadening effect, respectively. The second equation in
Eq. (97) comes from the steady-state condition based on
the total number of charges in the absorber (and will be
mentioned again as Eq. (117) in Sec. III). Given that the
conduction electrons are extracted to the electrode with
chemical potential µc and the valence holes are extracted
to the electrode with potential µv (−µv for holes), the
total output energy per unit time is given by
Pwork = (µc − µv)I = V I, (98)
which defines the conversion efficiency as
η(%) =
Pwork
A× ∫∞0 Ejsun(E)dE × 100. (99)
This expression indicates that the conversion efficiency
is dependent on the absorber thickness w because I and
Pwork are both proportional to V from Eq. (97).
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FIG. 7: Energy current from the Sun Jsun, which is shared by
five energy current channels: radiation Jrad, light transmis-
sion JT, output work Jwork, heat passing into the electrodes
JQout , and heat passing into the absorber crystal lattice JQin .
The microscopic carrier distribution function offers
more detailed information about the energy balance of
the solar cells. This information is very helpful in under-
standing what occurs inside solar cells during the energy
conversion processes, which could also be addressed ex-
perimentally 44. The energy current JX (per unit time
per unit area) that flows into each channel X can be
evaluated separately using the steady-state solution as
follows (see also Fig. 7).
The energy current per unit time per unit area that is
carried by the photons that illuminate the solar cell is
Jsun =
∫ ∞
0
Ejsun(E)dE. (100)
The energy flow from sunlight is shared by different flow
channels (five channels are present in this model), where
Jsun = JT + Jrad + Jwork + JQout + JQin . (101)
The proportion of the solar energy, JT, per unit time
per unit area, that is transmitted is given by
JT =
∫ Eg
0
Ejsun(E)dE. (102)
Here, the absorption spectrum of the absorber is approx-
imated simply using the step function α(E) = α0θ(E −
Eg) under the assumption of perfect absorption α0w ≫ 1
(or a large effective light path leff ≫ 1/α0 with light trap-
ping textures43).
The energy that is radiated outside the solar cell per
unit time per unit area is then given by
Jrad =
c
2π2
(
1
~c
)3 ∫ ∞
0
E3〈nenh〉∆EdE, (103)
where ∆E ≡ E−Eg, and 1−neEe−nhEh ≈ 1 is used. When
the broadening effect is taken into accoint, 〈nenh〉∆E in
the integrand is given by
〈nenh〉∆E =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
p∆EEe,Ehn
e
Een
h
Eh
dEedEh, (104)
where p∆EEe,Eh is a weight function that is defined by
p∆EEe,Eh (105)
≡ De(Ee)Dh(Eh)A
√
2Γ(∆E − Ee − Eh)∫∫ De(Ee)Dh(Eh)A√2Γ(∆E − Ee − Eh)dEedEh
for indirect gap semiconductors. For the direct gap semi-
conductors, 〈nenh〉∆E is given by
〈nenh〉∆E =
∫ ∞
0
p∆EEehn
e
Een
h
EhdEeh, (106)
with a weight function that is defined by
p∆EEeh ≡
√
EehA√2Γ(∆E − Eeh)∫∞
0
√
E′ehA√2Γ(∆E − E′eh)dE′eh
, (107)
where ∆E ≡ E−Eg,m∗eEe = m∗hEh, and Eeh ≡ Ee+Eh.
In a similar manner to the discussion in Sec. II E, the
expressions above can be used in the limit where Γ = +0
by changing the lineshape functions in the integrand into
delta functions.
Jwork is the energy that is extracted as work from the
solar cell (per unit time per unit area) and transferred via
the charge current, which we already evaluated earlier,
and is given by
Jwork = Pwork/A
= w|e|V
∫ ∞
0
De(Ee)Je,outEe dEe. (108)
JQout is the heat that is carried by the charge current
and lost in the electrodes outside the cell per unit time
per unit area. It can be calculated as:
JQout
=
w
τout
∫∫
DeEeEAΓ(∆E − Ee)
(
neEe − fFµc,βc(E)
)
dEedE
+
w
τout
∫∫
DhEhEAΓ(E − Eh)
(
nhEh − fF−µv ,βc(E)
)
dEhdE
− Jwork, (109)
where ∆E ≡ E − Eg, and the integration runs over the
ranges −∞ < E <∞ and 0 < Ee(h) <∞.
The remaining channel for the energy loss in our model
is the absorber thermalization loss that is lost in the
phonon reservoir (Bath 3 in Fig. 1). JQin is this heat
current, which is lost in the phonon bath, inside the cell
per unit time per unit area. It is convenient to determine
JQin using the energy conservation law given in Eq. (101),
JQin = Jsun − JT − Jrad − Jwork − JQout , (110)
because all other terms on the right-hand side have been
given above. It can also be evaluated directly using the
phonon scattering rate in the rate equation; however, this
complicates the calculation.
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III. BASIC PROPERTIES AND
CLASSIFICATION OF THE PARAMETER
REGIME
In the previous section, the rate equations that deter-
mine the microscopic distribution functions were derived
based on our nonequilibrium model. In this section, be-
fore we describe the numerical simulation, we give the
basic properties related to the particle number conserva-
tion laws that must be preserved in any steady states for
the equations. This information can then be used in the
first screening to validate the numerical results obtained.
In the latter part of this section, we will determine the
parameter regime in which the solar cells will work under
or out of the detailed balance condition. The parameter
regime can be classified from the equation itself without
fully solving for it.
A. Conservation of the total number of carriers
within the band during phonon scattering processes
The rate equations in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) represent the
net rates for the numbers of particles coming into the mi-
croscopic states with energies Ee and Eh. Therefore, as
shown in the previous section (Sec. II F), the summation
of dn
e(h)
Ee(h)
/dt over all microscopic states gives the total
net number of electrons (or holes) coming into the ab-
sorber (or the cell) per unit time. In the steady state,
the net total rate vanishes as a result of the balance
between the four terms that are related to generation
by sunlight absorption, the radiative recombination loss,
extraction to the electrodes, and phonon scattering, on
the right-hand side of the rate equation. Among these
four terms, the last one, which leads to intraband carrier
thermalization, should not change the total number of
carriers contained within the band. This basic property
must be preserved in our model formulation, which can
be checked using the general expression given in Eq. (91)
(with the broadening effect) as shown below.
The net change in the total number of electrons (holes)
in the absorber due to the phonon scattering processes
per unit time is given by
V
∫ ∞
0
De(h)(Ee(h))
d
dt
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣∣∣∣
phonon
dEe(h). (111)
By inserting Eq. (91) into Eq. (111), we find that the
integrand of the ǫ-integration is proportional to
∫ ∞
0
dEe(h)
∫ E+
E−
dE′
(
IǫEe(h),E′ − IǫE′,Ee(h)
)
, (112)
where
IǫEe(h),E′ (113)
≡ A√2Γ(Ee(h) − E′ − ǫ)
(
n
e(h)
Ee(h)
(1− ne(h)E′ )
×(1 + fB0,βph(ǫ))− ne(h)E′ (1− ne(h)Ee(h))fB0,βph(ǫ)
)
.
From the definition of E± given in Eq. (92), the integra-
tion domain, E− < E′ < E+, is equivalent to
Ee(h) <
(√
E′ + ǫ
√
1
2m∗e(h)v
2
A
)2
, (114)
Ee(h) >
(√
E′ − ǫ
√
1
2m∗e(h)v
2
A
)2
, (115)
which are both symmetrical with respect to interchange
of the following variables: E′ ↔ Ee(h). In this way, we
find that the two contributions in Eq. (112) cancel per-
fectly after integration. This ensures that the total num-
ber of carriers is preserved within the band during the
carrier thermalization process.
B. Conservation of total charge and charge
neutrality
The rate equation for the net total charge in the ab-
sorber, Qtot(≡ |e|
∑
k(n
h
Eh(k)
− neEe(k))), can also be ob-
tained using the microscopic rate equations. Summation
over all states and the difference between those states for
the electrons and holes give
d
dt
Qtot (116)
= −|e|V
∫ ∞
0
De(Ee)(Je,sunEe − J
e,rad
Ee
− Je,outEe )dEe
+|e|V
∫ ∞
0
Dh(Eh)(Jh,sunEh − J
h,rad
Eh
− Jh,outEh )dEh,
where the phonon scattering terms are absent, in line
with the discussion in Sec. III A. Additionally, the terms
for photon absorption and recombination radiation on
the right-hand side should all cancel. This should be
true because each single photon absorption and emission
process generates or loses one electron-hole pair with no
changes in the total charge. This statement can also be
verified easily in our formulation using the general ex-
pressions for the generation rate (Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) for
direct gap semiconductors, and Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) for
indirect gap semiconductors) and the radiative recombi-
nation rate (Eq. (84) and Eq. (85) for direct gap semi-
conductors, and Eq. (82) and Eq. (83) for indirect gap
semiconductors). As a result, Eq. (116) can be rewritten
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as
d
dt
Qtot = |e|V
(∫ ∞
0
De(Ee)Je,outEe dEe
−
∫ ∞
0
Dh(Eh)Jh,outEh dEh
)
= 0, (117)
where the steady state has been assumed in the second
equation. The above equation, which shows that the net
extraction rates for the electrons and holes are balanced
in the steady state, was used in Eq. (97) in the previous
section. Additionally, when using Eq. (86) and Eq. (87)
along with the definition of the total charge, the total net
charge that is present in the absorber is determined from
Eq. (117) under steady-state conditions and is given by
Qtot
τout
=
|e|V
τout
(∫ ∞
0
Dh(Eh)f˜F−µv,βc(Eh)dEh
−
∫ ∞
0
De(Ee)f˜Fµc−Eg,βc(Ee)dEe
)
. (118)
From this result, we see that the total charge that is
present in the absorber is solely determined by the cell
distribution functions (apart from the broadening effect).
In the numerical simulations presented here, we have fo-
cused only on the special case of charge neutrality, where
Qtot = 0. When the condition n
e(h)
Ee(h)
≪ 1 is satisfied
at low carrier densities, the charge neutrality condition
then relates the chemical potentials in the electrodes, µc
and µv, as follows:
µc + µv
2
=
Eg
2
+
β−1c
2
ln
dh
de
. (119)
Therefore, using the voltage between the electrodes
(|e|V ≡ µc−µv), the chemical potentials can be given by
µc =
(
Eg + β
−1
c ln(dh/de) + |e|V
)
/2, (120)
µv =
(
Eg + β
−1
c ln(dh/de)− |e|V
)
/2, (121)
to enable charge neutrality to be realized in the absorber.
C. Classification of the parameter regime
In Sec. II, we saw that the rate equation has two char-
acteristic times: τout for carrier extraction (from Eq. (52)
and Eq. (55)) and τ
e(h)
ph for carrier thermalization (from
Eq. (67)), which will be determinate for the solar cell
properties. As noted in Sec. I, the SQ theory assumes
that these two characteristic times should be fast enough
for the detailed balance analysis to be applicable, whereas
the quantitative issue of how short these times should be
remains to be solved. Here, using the rate equations that
were derived using the nonequilibrium approach, we ad-
dress this issue.
In the following discussion, we consider τout to be a
free parameter, while τ
e(h)
ph is the given material param-
eter and is roughly of picosecond order (although the
FIG. 8: Classification of parameter space 0 < τout < +∞ into
three different regimes: (I) slow extraction, where τout > τ
ul∗
out ;
(II) normal extraction, where τ
e(h)
ph < τout < τ
ul∗
out ; and (III)
fast extraction, where τout < τ
e(h)
ph
parameter may be modified to a certain degree by intro-
duction of phononic nanostructures 45,46). We therefore
focus on the parameter space given by τout (in a simi-
lar manner to parameterization using the conductance in
hot carrier solar cells6). As shown in Fig. 8, we divide
the parameter space given by 0 < τout < +∞ into three
different regimes.
In regime III, i.e., the fast extraction regime where
τout < τ
e(h)
ph , solar cell operation is likely to be differ-
ent from that of conventional solar cells because car-
rier extraction before thermalization with the lattice
will become possible3,4. In real devices, fast extraction
within the ps scale requires an ultrathin absorber. With
an average estimated velocity at room temperature of
ve =
√
2m∗e × 3kBTc/2 ∼ 105m/s, the carriers can travel
a maximum of 0.1 µm within 1 ps. Because the extrac-
tion time cannot be less than the travel time from the
center of the absorber (where photogeneration occurs) to
its surface (where extraction occurs), τout of less than
1 ps requires absorbers with less than sub-µm thickness
in planar solar cells. The situation can hardly be real-
ized in Si solar cells with low absorption coefficients (a
thickness of 10 µm will be required even with light trap-
ping for perfect absorption which was assumed here). To
achieve fast extraction in Si solar cells, a meander-like
structure could be used (see Sec. 7.4 in28). However, for
direct gap semiconductors with higher absorption coeffi-
cients, sub-µm-scale absorbers could possibly be used to
provide efficient solar cells. This is why hot carrier solar
cells should use ultrathin nanostructures with strongly
absorbing materials, such as GaAs, as described in the
next section. While we acknowledge these realistic is-
sues, we will however proceed with further discussions
and simulation of fast extraction regime III, given that
this scenario could even be realized in Si solar cells, to
highlight the general properties of solar cells operating in
this fast extraction regime.
The SQ theory assumes fast carrier extraction, where
the condition τout < τ
e(h)
ph is not required. An upper
limit on the extraction time, τul∗out(> τ
e(h)
ph ), should there-
fore exist, above which the SQ theory will fail to predict
the conversion efficiency limit. We can therefore define
these two regimes separately using a boundary as the
normal extraction regime (II) and the slow extraction
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regime (I). In regime II, the SQ theory can be used to
predict the solar cell properties. The boundary time τul∗out
between regimes I and II, which will be dependent on de-
vice parameters such as the material and thickness of the
absorber, can be evaluated as shown in the remainder of
this section.
In regimes I and II, we can safely assume that the
thermalization (intraband carrier cooling) is completed
within the absorber because the phonon scattering rate
dominates the other terms in the rate equations, Eq. (1)
and Eq. (2). In this case, the carrier distribution function
in the cell is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution func-
tion in Eq. (71), while the chemical potentials in the cell
can differ from those in the electrodes, i.e., µcelle(h) 6= µe(h).
When the function in Eq. (71) has been assumed, we
can insert ddtn
e(h)
Ee(h)
∣∣∣
phonon
= 0 into the rate equations in
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). This is what we observed earlier in
Sec. II E.
We should also reconsider the meaning of the relation
µcelle(h) 6= µe(h) here. This means that the carrier distri-
bution functions in the cell differ from those in the elec-
trodes, while they are assumed to be equal in the SQ
theory when calculating the radiative recombination loss.
Using the difference ∆n
e(h)
Ee(h)
(≡ ne(h)Ee(h)−fFµe(h),βc(Ee(h))),
the microscopic rate equations for the steady states can
be rewritten as
J
e(h),out
Ee(h)
=
∆n
e(h)
Ee(h)
τout
= J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
− Je(h),radEe(h) . (122)
Therefore, the difference is given by
∆n
e(h)
Ee(h)
= τout
(
J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
− Je(h),radEe(h)
)
≈ τoutJe(h),sunEe(h) , (123)
Where, in the second line, we have used the approxima-
tion J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
≫ Je(h),radEe(h) , which is usually fulfilled at the
maximum operating power point of V = Vmp (0.779 V
for Si and 1.052 V for GaAs at 1 sun when using our
6000 K blackbody Sun), being focused from this point in
this subsection. Now we will determine the condition by
which the SQ conversion efficiency limit can be modified.
When τout increases inside the regime II and gradually
approaches I, we can fix the maximum operating power
point because the maximum power condition given in the
SQ theory will at least remain unchanged inside regime
II. The SQ calculation using n
e(h)
Ee(h)
= fFµe(h),βc(Ee(h)) will
be justified as long as ∆n
e(h)
Ee(h)
≪ fFµe(h),βc(Ee(h)) is sat-
isfied at V = Vmp, which can be read as
τout ≪
fFµe(h),βc(Ee(h))
J
e(h),sun
Ee(h)
≡ τulout(Ee(h)). (124)
When τout > τ
ul
out(Ee(h)), the conversion efficiency limit
can then differ from the limit from the SQ theory. A suf-
ficient condition for the SQ calculation to be justified is
FIG. 9: Upper boundary of the extraction time τul∗out when
evaluated as 10 percent of τulout(Ee = kBTc) in Eq. (124),
shown as functions of (a) cell thickness w and (b) the con-
centration ratio for planar Si and GaAs solar cells. In (a), we
assumed 1 sun illumination (CR = 1) and maximum power
operation at V = Vmp (=0.779 V for Si and 1.052 V for GaAs).
In (b), the absorber thickness w was fixed at 100µm for Si and
5µm for the GaAs cells. The CR-dependence of Vmp(CR) is
calculated using the SQ theory.
that where Eq. (124) is fulfilled over an energy range in
which there is a non-negligible carrier distribution that
makes a relevant contribution to the radiative recombi-
nation; this is given approximately by 0 < Ee(h) < kBTc.
(Given that fFµe(h),βc(Ee(h)) decreases exponentially with
Ee(h), it is almost impossible to satisfy this condition
at higher energies.) In this way, the upper boundary of
parameter regime II can be evaluated in principle using
τulout(Ee(h)) in Eq. (124), e.g. by selecting Ee(h) = kBTc
as a typical carrier energy scale.
In Fig. 9, we plotted the boundary time τul∗out that was
defined using 10 percent of τulout(Ee = kBTc) as a func-
tion of absorber thickness w for Si and GaAs solar cells.
Fig. 9(a) clearly shows that τul∗out is dependent on the ma-
terial parameters (effective mass and indirect/direct gap)
and is linearly on w. For 100-µm-thick Si solar cells, τul∗out
is estimated to be on the sub-ms scale. Additionally, τul∗out
will decrease in the concentrator solar cells and is plotted
as a function of concentration ratio CR in Fig. 9(b). τul∗out
is roughly proportional to 1/
√
CR.
The physical meaning of this condition still seems un-
clear since τulout(Ee(h)) in Eq. (124) is dependent on ener-
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gies of the microscopic carrier states. The physical mean-
ing of the timescale will become clearer if the condition
∆n
e(h)
Ee(h)
≪ fFµe(h),βc(Ee(h)) is summed over all the micro-
scopic states. This can be read as
τout ≪
V ∫ De(h)(Ee(h))fFµe(h),βc(Ee(h))dEe(h)
V ∫ De(h)(Ee(h))Je(h),sunEe(h) dEe(h)
≈ Nc
Imaxsc /|e|
(
=
nc
imaxsc /|e|
× w
)
, (125)
where Nc(= Ne = Nh) is the total number of carriers,
nc ≡ Nc/V is the carrier density (where ncw = Nc/A is
the areal density); the maximum available short-circuit
current Imaxsc is given by
Imaxsc ≡ |e| × A ×
∫ ∞
Eg
jsun(E)dE, (126)
from which the corresponding current density per unit
area is defined using
imaxsc = I
max
sc /A. (127)
The meaning of the condition in Eq. (125), which is
equivalent to Nc/τout ≫ Imaxsc /|e|, is now much clearer.
The number of carriers output from the absorber per unit
time (which differs from the net current given by the out-
flow minus the inflow) must be greater than the number
of photons absorbed per unit time, i.e., the number of
carriers that is generated per unit time in the absorber.
This condition may have simply been assumed in the SQ
theory, although it is not given explicitly in their original
paper1.
The final equation in Eq. (125) clearly explains the
w-linear dependence of τul∗out shown in Fig. 9(a). Note
here that imaxsc and the carrier density nc are indepen-
dent of w because imaxsc is given solely by the Sun il-
lumination conditions and nc is given by the chemical
potential that is fixed at the maximum operating power
point, V = Vmp. The CR-dependence of τul∗out ∝ 1/
√CR
shown by Fig. 9(b) can also be understood based on the
following analysis. The radiative loss current Irad at the
maximum operating power can be estimated from the
SQ theory using the I-V relation, where I = Isun − Irad
with Irad = I
0
rade
βc|e|V (see Sec. I). Using d(IV )/dV = 0,
we can easily show that Irad ≈ Isun/(βcVmp) as long as
βcVmp ≫ 1, which is normally fulfilled. In general, Vmp
increases with the concentration ratio CR; at the same
time, however, it can never exceed the absorber band gap
Eg for solar cell operation (below the lasing condition
47),
i.e., Vmp(CR = 1) ≤ Vmp(CR) ≤ Eg. In Si, for example,
this means that 0.779 eV ≤ Vmp(CR) ≤ 1.12 eV, and
correspondingly, Irad (≈ Isun/(βcVmp)) ranges at most
from 2.3 to 3.3 percent of Isun over the whole CR range
(1 ≤ CR ≤ 46200 (full)). Therefore, Irad is almost pro-
portional to Isun(∝ CR). In addition, we notice that the
radiative loss current in general is Irad ∝ n2c , or equiv-
alently, nc ∝ I1/2rad ∝ CR1/2. Because imaxsc is obviously
FIG. 10: Summary of device simulation results for simple
planar solar cell with a 100− µm-thick Si absorber using our
nonequilibrium theory; the maximum conversion efficiency is
shown as a function of carrier extraction time τout for various
concentration ratios (CR = 1, 101, 102, 103, 46200). The
solid lines were obtained for the heat-shared phonon reser-
voirs and the dashed lines were obtained for the heat-isolated
phonon reservoirs (as explained in the text). The realistic
limit for the maximum efficiency will lie between the solid
and dashed curves. The SQ limit for each CR is also indi-
cated using horizontal lines.
∝ Isun ∝ CR, another definition of τul∗out from Eq. (125)
shows that τul∗out ∝ nc/imaxsc ∝ CR−1/2.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF DEVICE
PERFORMANCE AND CONVERSION
EFFICIENCY LIMIT OF A SIMPLE PLANAR
SOLAR CELL
In this section, we present numerical simulation results
for the device performance and the conversion efficiency
limit of a simple planar solar cell. The results obtained
here are summarized in Fig. 10, which shows the theo-
retical conversion efficiency limit as a function of carrier
extraction time τout for various values of concentration
ratio CR. As shown in Fig. 10, two curves (solid and
dashed lines) are presented for a given CR. The theoret-
ical limit is dependent on how effectively the heat that
is generated in the crystal lattices of the absorber and
the electrodes can be delivered to each other via phonon
transport. In the ideal limit case, where phonon trans-
port between the absorber and the electrodes is very fast
in either direct or indirect ways, which we shall refer
to as “heat-shared phonon reservoirs ” (see Fig. 11(a)),
we have higher maximum conversion efficiencies (shown
as solid curves in Fig. 10) when the carrier extraction
becomes fast. At the opposite limit, where the phonon
transport between absorber and electrodes so slow as to
be negligible, which we refer to as “heat-isolated phonon
reservoirs” (Fig. 11(b)), the maximum conversion effi-
ciency is reduced when the carrier extraction becomes
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fast (see the dashed curves in Fig. 10). In realistic cases,
the maximum conversion efficiency will lie somewhere be-
tween these two curves. The precise position will be de-
pendent on the phonon transport properties between the
absorber and the electrodes, which will be sensitive to
the formation conditions for the contacts between the
absorber and the electrodes and/or the phonon environ-
ment surrounding them.
The differences in the two ideal cases are incorporated
into the stability conditions for solar cell operation. To
enable solar cell operation with Jwork > 0 to be self-
sustained solely by solar illumination with Jsun > 0, the
requirements are that JQin+JQout > 0 for the heat-shared
phonon reservoirs shown in Fig. 11(a), and that JQin > 0
and JQout > 0 for the heat-isolated phonon reservoirs
shown in Fig. 11(b). Otherwise, an additional external
heat supply to the absorber and/or the electrodes will be
required to sustain solar cell operation, and the definition
of the solar cell conversion efficiency then becomes less
clear. In the following subsections, we discuss the solar
cell properties and the underlying physics for these two
limiting cases.
A. A limiting case: heat-shared phonon reservoirs
We now present numerical simulation results for a
limiting case involving heat-shared phonon reservoirs.
The solid lines in Fig. 10 show the maximum conver-
sion efficiencies for various concentration ratios (CR =
1, 10, 102, 103, 46200) plotted as a function of the carrier
extraction time τout. We find flat regions for τout of more
than 1 ps and less than τul∗out , which is dependent on the
concentration ratio CR (Fig. 9 (b)), while the maximum
conversion efficiency is equal to the SQ limit ηSQ. As
expected, we can conclude that the SQ theory applies in
the normal extraction regime II. Outside this regime, in
both the slow and fast extraction regimes denoted by I
and III, respectively, we found significant reductions in
ηmax for the simple planar solar cell (Fig. 3). Because
the solar cell properties are different for each regimes,
our definition of the parameter classifications in Fig. 8
seems reasonable. We must now consider how the differ-
ence can be understood.
Fig. 12 shows an increase in the Fermi levels of the
electrons and holes in the absorber when compared with
those in the electrodes, denoted by ∆µe ≡ µcellc − µc and
∆µh ≡ (−µcellv ) − (−µv), respectively, when evaluated
using the carrier distribution functions at the maximum
operating power point V = Vmp under 1 sun illumina-
tion (CR = 1). The increases in the Fermi levels found
in regimes I and III clearly show that the carriers in the
absorber form nonequilibrium populations. We checked
numerically that similar results were also obtained for
higher values of concentration ratio CR > 1. The in-
creased Fermi levels in the different regimes originate
from different mechanisms. In regime I, the carriers are
accumulated in the absorber because of the slow extrac-
FIG. 11: Two ideal models that take the phonon environ-
ments in the two limiting cases into account: (a) heat-shared
phonon reservoirs, where the phonon transport between the
absorber and electrodes is very fast, in either direct or indi-
rect ways; and (b) heat-isolated phonon reservoirs, where the
phonon transport between the absorber and electrodes is very
slow. In the latter case, the heat generated in the absorber
(JQin) and in the electrodes (JQout ) are dissipated indepen-
dently into different heat baths (heat baths A and B). TO
enable solar cell operation, Jwork > 0 must be self-sustained
solely by solar illumination Jsun > 0; the requirements are
that JQin + JQout > 0 for (a) heat-shared phonon reservoirs,
and that JQin > 0 and JQout > 0 for (b) the heat-isolated
phonon reservoirs. Otherwise, an additional external heat
supply to the absorber and/or the electrodes will be required
to sustain solar cell operation; the definition of the solar cell
conversion efficiency then becomes less clear.
tion process, resulting in increases in the carrier density
and Fermi level. In contrast, the increment in regime
III is attributed to broadening of the microscopic states
because Γ = ~/
(
2
√
log 2τout
)
is no longer negligible. In
this regime, the dominant term in the rate equation is
the carrier extraction term J
e(h),out
Ee(h)
, which allows us to
have J
e(h),out
Ee(h)
≈ 0. As a result, the carrier distribu-
tion functions in the absorber can be approximated us-
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FIG. 12: Increases in the Fermi levels of electrons and holes
in the absorber when compared with that in the electrodes;
∆µe ≡ µ
cell
c −µc and ∆µh ≡ (−µ
cell
v )−(−µv) are evaluated at
the maximum operating power point V = Vmp and are shown
as functions of carrier extraction time (for 100-µm-thick Si
under 1 sun AM0 illumination). The maximum conversion
efficiency (the black solid line shown in Fig. 10) is also shown.
ing neEe ≈ f˜Fµc,βc(Eg + Ee) and nhEh ≈ f˜F−µv ,βc(Eh) from
Eq. (86) and Eq. (87). As long as the band filling effect
remains negligible, i.e., when neEe ≪ 1 and nhEh ≪ 1, the
distribution functions from Eq. (88) can be approximated
using
neEe ≈ exp
(−βc(Eg + Ee − (µc + βcΓ2/4)), (128)
nhEh ≈ exp
(−βc(Eh − (−µv + βcΓ2/4)). (129)
Therefore, in this regime, the increases in the Fermi levels
are fitted well using
∆µe ≡ µcellc − µc ≈ βcΓ2/4, (130)
∆µh ≡ (−µcellv )− (−µv) ≈ βcΓ2/4. (131)
To see what happened in the nonequilibrium regimes
directly, we simulated the energy balance at the maxi-
mum operating power point, as shown in Fig. 13, which
provides further information on the energy loss mecha-
nism. In slow extraction regime I, the energy loss caused
by radiative recombination (Jrad) increases greatly with
increasing τout, while that due to thermal loss (JQin +
JQout) decreases. This can be understood easily because
the slow extraction process increases the carrier density
in the absorber, which thus enhances the radiative re-
combination rate. In contrast, in fast extraction regime
III, the thermal loss increases while the radiation loss de-
creases as τout decreases because the excess energy of the
photo-generated carriers is transferred quickly and dissi-
pated rapidly in the electrodes before thermalization in
the absorber is complete. In this sense, ∆µe in Eq. (130)
and ∆µh in Eq. (131) can be regarded as additional ex-
cess heat energy conveyed by the fast extraction of one
carrier. As shown in Fig. 13, the requirement for sta-
ble solar cell operation, given by JQin + JQout > 0 in
this model with heat-shared phonon reservoirs, is fulfilled
FIG. 13: Energy balance evaluated at the maximum operating
power point V = Vmp as a function of carrier extraction time
(100-µm-thick Si under 1 sun AM0 illumination).
(and is also fulfilled for 0 < V < Voc, which is not shown
here).
The differences between these loss mechanisms are re-
flected in their current-voltage (I-V ) characteristics in
each regime, as shown in Fig. 14. In slow extraction
regime I (Fig. 14(a)), the short-circuit current Isc de-
creases with increasing τout while the open-circuit volt-
age Voc remains unchanged. In contrast, in fast extrac-
tion regime III (Fig. 14(b)), the open-circuit voltage Voc
decreases with decreasing τout while the short-circuit cur-
rent Isc remains unchanged. These results agree with the
consideration that the enhanced radiation loss in regime
I accompanies a loss in the output charge current while
the enhanced heat current in regime III does not accom-
pany such a loss. We find no significant changes in the
I-V characteristics for τout between 1 ps and 10
−3.5 s,
thus supporting the belief that the SQ theory works in
normal extraction regime II.
The reduction of ηmax in fast extraction regime III in
Fig. 10 may be confusing because the hot carrier solar
cells that are targeted in this regime can surpass the SQ
limit of ηSQ theoretically3–7. Therefore, we may expect
an increase in ηmax as τout decreases in regime III. How-
ever, this discrepancy is not surprising and can be ex-
plained as follows. The differences in the results stem
from the differences between the carrier extraction pro-
cesses. A hot carrier solar cell uses a filter to select the
energies of the carriers that pass from the absorber to the
electrodes, which can reduce the heat dissipation (ther-
mal losses) in the electrodes. Tailored filtering can in-
crease the output voltage while preventing large output
current losses in hot carrier solar cells. However, our
simple planar solar cell in Fig. 10 does not use such a
filter, and the heat dissipation in the electrodes is there-
fore not controlled. As already shown in Fig. 13 and
as will be shown in the next subsection (Fig. 15), heat
losses, and especially the heat loss in the electrodes, in-
crease in regime III. This results in a strong reduction
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FIG. 14: Current-voltage characteristics for various carrier
extraction times (100-µm-thick Si under 1 sun AM0 illumi-
nation): (a) curves obtained in slow extraction regime I are
highlighted; (b) curves obtained in fast extraction regime III
are highlighted. The solid black curves in (a) and (b) were
obtained for 10−12sec < τout < 10
−4sec in normal extraction
regime II.
in ηmax in our case. These contrasting results support
the supposition that, unless a tailored carrier extraction
process such as that using energy selection is used, it is
difficult for fast carrier extraction before thermalization
to be beneficial.
B. Another limiting case: heat-isolated phonon
reservoirs
The maximum conversion efficiency ηmax is also de-
pendent on the phonon environment that surrounds the
solar cell. In this subsection, we focus on solar cell per-
formance in another limiting case with the heat-isolated
phonon reservoirs shown in Fig. 11(b). When exchange
of phonons between the absorber and electrode crystals
is prevented both directly and indirectly, i.e. when their
phonon environments are isolated (e.g., Baths 3 and 4
in Fig. 11(b)), ηmax is significantly reduced from the val-
ues obtained for heat-shared reservoirs for a small τout.
Similar results are obtained, irrespective of the value of
CR.
Here we explain how these differences occur. In the
heat-isolated phonon reservoirs, the stability condition
for the solar cell requires JQin > 0 and JQout > 0. Oth-
erwise, an additional heat supply must be added to the
absorber or the electrodes, which is not suitable for our
targeted device. To be more precise, let’s consider a sit-
uation where JQout < 0 (as found below) and what will
happen next in the device. In this case, the electrodes
require heat supply from others for the stable operation.
However, supply from the absorber lattice is prohibited
in the heat isolated model. With no heat supply, the
lattice temperature of the electrodes, initially at the am-
bient temperature, will decrease. Then, the cooled elec-
trodes will start to collect heat from the ambient (e.g.
surrounding air) at the higher temperature. Then, the
cooled electrodes will cool the ambient next during the
solar cell operation. Semiconductor devices with similar
structure, which cool down the ambient for the opera-
tion, can exist in reality as found in light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) (namely, refrigerating LEDs48–52). However so-
lar cells are the devices aimed for long-term stand-alone
operation requiring the stability at a long-time scale. In
our model simulation with heat isolated reservoirs, we
consider the device with JQout < 0 inevitably requires an
additional heat supply for the stable operation.
In Fig. 15, the energy balance is shown as a function
of bias voltage V for various carrier extraction times: (a)
τout = 10
−5, (b) 10−7, and (c) 10−11 s. To address the
stability condition, we plotted the contributions from the
heat flow into the absorber JQin and into the electrodes
JQout separately. As shown by the plots, JQout decreases
with V and changes sign from positive to negative at a
point V = Vst, whereas JQin always remains positive. We
call Vst the stability boundary here because the stability
condition is fulfilled for V < Vst.
When the carrier extraction is slow, e.g. when τout =
10−5 s in Fig. 15(a), Vst is almost the same as Voc. This
means that the heat flow direction between absorber and
electrodes is the same as the charge flow direction. We
consider this to be the normal situation. However, when
the extraction becomes faster, as shown in Fig. 15(b) and
Fig. 15(c), we find a clear departure of Vst from Voc. In
this case, we found the regime where Vst < V < Voc, in
which Jwork > 0 but JQout < 0, i.e., where the heat flow
and charge flow directions are different. In this regime,
the solar cell generates electric power (Jwork > 0), but
an external heat supply of no less than |JQout | must be
additionally provided for the electrodes. Such a device
would not provide a solar cell operating in a self-sustained
manner using solar illumination alone. In this way, we
have evaluated ηmax to be the maximum conversion effi-
ciency under the stability conditions 0 < V < Vst. For
example, in Fig. 15, ηmax is 29.5 percent for τout = 10
−5
and 10−7 s, whereas ηmax is reduced to 25.0 percent for
τout = 10
−11 s.
As already shown in Fig. 13, the sum JQin + JQout is
positive as long as 0 < V < Voc. Therefore, if ther-
mally linked, the depleted heat in the electrodes when
Vst < V < Voc can be complemented by the heat in-
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FIG. 15: Energy balance shown as a function of bias voltage
V for various carrier extraction times: (a) τout = 10
−5, (b)
10−7, and (c) 10−11 s (100-µm-thick Si under 1 sun AM0 il-
lumination). For the ideal model with heat-isolated phonon
reservoirs shown in Fig. 11(b), the stability condition is given
by JQin > 0 and JQout > 0, which is fulfilled for V < Vst
(green vertical lines). Note that the fraction from transmis-
sion loss JT of the subbandgap light is 21.4 percent (not shown
here).
flow into the absorber denoted by JQin . The ideal limit
in such a case with a strong thermal link corresponds
to the heat-shared phonon reservoirs that were discussed
in Sec. IVA. In real situations where the thermal link
strength is moderate (i.e., heat depletion in the electrodes
is partially complemented by the absorber via phonon
transport), ηmax will be located between the two ideal
cases (the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 10). Because
the difference between these two results is large, we pro-
pose that ηmax is sensitive to the phonon transport be-
tween the absorber and the electrodes (in either direct or
indirect ways) in the fast carrier extraction regime.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
We have formulated a nonequilibrium theory for solar
cells that includes microscopic descriptions of the car-
rier thermalization and extraction processes. This theory
extends the Shockley-Queisser theory to nonequilibrium
parameter regimes where the detailed balance cannot be
applied. The theory provides detailed information about
the solar cells, including nonequilibrium carrier distri-
bution functions with the chemical potentials that are
higher than those in the electrodes, and the energy bal-
ance (including output work, radiation losses, transmis-
sion losses, and heat dissipation in the absorber and the
electrodes), which will provide a precise understanding
of the loss mechanisms in various solar cell types for a
wide range of parameters.
Using the developed theory, we defined three differ-
ent regimes in terms of their carrier extraction time that
were bounded using two time scales: the thermalization
time, τph, and τ
ul∗
out , at which the device characteristics
should change. The upper boundary τul∗out is dependent on
the absorber material parameters, and is more strongly
dependent on the system parameters, e.g., the absorber
thickness and solar light concentration ratio.
Device simulations of simple planar solar cells have
shown that the SQ limit is applicable in the normal ex-
traction regime, denoted by regime II (τph < τout < τ
ul∗
out)
in Fig. 8. Outside this regime (in regimes I and III),
nonequilibrium carrier populations are found in the ab-
sorber and the maximum conversion efficiency is signifi-
cantly reduced from the SQ limit. While the reductions
in ηmax were similar, the energy loss mechanisms in the
fast and slow extraction regimes are different, which is
clearly reflected in their I-V characteristics. The reduc-
tion in ηmax in the fast extraction regime also indicates
that unless a tailored carrier extraction procedure such as
that based on energy selection was performed, it would be
difficult for fast carrier extraction before carrier thermal-
ization to be beneficial. This strong claim is consistent
with the fact that hot carrier solar cells require energy
selection during their carrier extraction processes in ad-
dition to the fast extraction procedure.
The nonequilibrium theory presented here covers only
a few basic elements of solar cells and has only been
tested in simple planar solar cells. The losses of photo-
generated carriers in the absorber in this work are solely
due to radiative recombination. Inclusion of nonradiative
recombination may change the result, as will be discussed
elsewhere. In the carrier extraction process, this paper
does not consider energy losses at the junction. A case
24
of this type using ohmic contacts will be studied in fu-
ture work. Application of the proposed theory to other
types of solar cells, e.g., organic solar cells, perovskite
solar cells, multi-junction solar cells, intermediate-band
solar cells, and hot carrier solar cells will also be inter-
esting. The most important and challenging aspect will
be to provide feasible proposals for new solar cells using
nonequilibrium features by which the SQ limit can be
surpassed.
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